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REYNEKCT FOUR
PURITY
L.F.

A Further Special Article on this Unique

CONSTANT
REACTION

Receiver incorporating the
new Capacity -tap Principle.

N

Rezietered at the G.P.O. as a Newspaper

BALANCED
H.F.

ANODE -BEND
DETECTOR

Cmutat( Wire l0 Si

DECEMBER 17, 192:

AN APOLOGY
Owing to the abnormal demand for

NEW R.C. THREES() E
COUPLING UNITS
which, commencing at the Radio Exhibition, far exceeded all anticipations, many

constructors have not yet been able to

obtain these components.

The disappointment which must have
been felt by so many people, and the inconvenience which may have been experienced, is much regretted.
Superhuman efforts in manufacture have
now placed us in a position to cope with
the demand for Coupling Units and your
dealer should have ample supplies now.
If any difficulty is experienced in obtaining these
Units, write and tell us the name of your dealer.

E ID I SWA

VA LV E SI To THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
(Publicity), 123/5, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.

Clearest,Strongest

Last the Longest

Please .rend post fie., presentatim copies of the New
X.C. Threesome Instructi,n Boo,'2 and Blue Print.

NAME
ADDRESS

Ac.'vertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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THE STAR PARTS 0
MELODY MAKE
CEO SSO
THE

ORMOND &L.F.

CONDENSER

The Variable condensers in the Cossor
Melody Maker were selected with care to
ensure sharp tuning, fine adjustment and exact

capacities - and so the choice fell upon the
Ormond S.L.F. Condenser. No other condenser must replace it in this circuit, for
upon the delicate adjustment of the Ormond
Slow Motion dials depend the razor-sharp
tuning and extreme selectivity of the set.
Insist upon the parts specified when building

the Melody Maker-particularly insist upon
the Ormond parts which give perfection.

THE

ORMOND
IDEAL

,4* -11

LOUD SPEAKER

gig'
gaga"
ige11111
11.6 iloares,

NJ

especially recommended for use with the Cossor
Melody Maker - to it is due in no small part the
ultimate perfection of the reproduction you secure
The
with this new circuit.
is

rt--1

-

R. Ami
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I

NMI

Weel
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Ormond Ideal was chosen from

Trade Marit.

Registered

199-205, PENTONVILLE
Telephone : CLERKENWELL 9314-5-6

RD.,

among the multitude of loud
speakers by comparison - the
test which you should apply.
Ask your radio dealer to let
you hear it.

KING'S CROSS, LONDON,ENGLAND

Telegrams: "ORMONDENGI, KINCROSS."

Factories :

WHISKIN ST., and HARDWICK ST., CLERKENWELL, LONDON, ENGLAND

Continental Agents: Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman, Limited, " Phonos House," 2 and 4 Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street,
London, England.
Wh2!esa'e D:stributors for the IDEAL Loud Speaker only : F. A. Hughes & Co., Ltd., 204-206 Great Portland St., London, England,

Mention of "An;ateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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A Ho

e -made

Met -Vick Four

The Met -Vick 4 -valve A.N.P. Constructor Set
This Booklet tells you how to make a really superb.
Four -valve Wireless Set in a few hours at a moderate
cost.
It is a set giving GREAT SELECTIVITY and
capable of receiving from a WIDE RANGE of
transmitting stations on the Continent as well as

from the B.B.C. stations.
It is SIMPLE TO TUNE and the resistance coupled L.F. stages ensure the HIGHEST

QUALITY OF REPRODUCTION.
A complete set of parts as shown in the illustration

below, omitting the valves, would cost approximately £7 10s.

The Booklet, which contains full details for its
construction, is complete with drilling template and

two wiring diagrams, and can be obtained free
from your local supplier.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Elec. Co., Lti.)
155, Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.2.

A Complete Set of
Parts and the Booklet

would make a Fine
Christmas

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W.' to Advertisers

Present

92-3
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5S W's Silence-" Straight-line Three"-" Simpler Wireless" Developments
Our Competition-Daventry Junior, Again-Can you Beat It
The " Straight-line Three "

for the rest of the stations to he
built under the regional scheme will
be put before the Postmaster General as soon as 5GB's new

DESIGNED by the AMATEUR
WIRELESS Technical Staff, the
"Straight-line Three," described
and illustrated in this issue, will

aerial comes into use.

A New 2L0

adequate selectivity with purity of

IF the proposals are approved the
first station to be built under the
scheme will be a new 2L0. This
station will probably be situated at
Potters Bar, and will serve
London and south-east England.

reproduction. The amplification
over the whole musical scale is very
nearly " straight-line "; but, remember, a good set deserves a
good louekspeaker to go pith it !

Our Competition

Can You Beat It?
IT seems that before one earns

THIS week we ere again printing

the rules of our competition
together with another form for you
to -fill in. We shall reprint it every
week until the closing date, which
is ,December 31. Don't forget !

There are few of us who do not

,have second thoughts, and they
say second thoughts are best !
Therefore-but the moral is
obvious, isn't it?
5SW's Silence

El

FIRE AT RADIO RESEARCH STATION
The laboratory and test -rooms, and wireless apparatus stated to
be worth several thousand pounds, were destroyed by a fire at
the Government Radio Research Station at Ditton Park, near
Slough, Buckinghamshire, on December 1. A lattice aerial mast
200 ft. high presented a remarkable spectacle as the flames ran
up it before it crashed to the ground. Our picture shows the
fallen mast on the burnt -out shed

the wireless -equipped car very busy in
on

The engineers' were aware of this and have
been reconsidering the best wavelength for

the station. This, coupled with the fact
that whenever the wave-

Are They Satisfied?

Current Topics ..

Daventry Junior

An Acceptor Wave -trap

of writing it has not been
used for the regular transmissions,

although

there

has been a good deal of
testing going on-testing
which kept our old friend

famous, has a large low -wave super -

het with which he can bring in
Australian broadeasts on the loud-

" Simpler Wireless " Developments
IN next week's issue J. F. Johnston,
the inventor of " Simpler Wireless,"
will give preliminary details of the unit

Which enables "Simpler Wireless" sets to
be worked from A.C. mains. In the first
p'.ace the rectifying unit itself will be fully
described. This unit, which
CI
is very inexpensive and
easy to build, will entirely
CONTENTS
solve the current -supply
problem for thousands of
Circuits for You to Try 937
readers having A.C. elecTransformer, Resistance
tric -light supplies in their
or Choke?
..
.. 938
houses. It may be used in
conjunction with the famWithout Fear or Favour 939

seen very much " as in a glass darkly "
just lately ! It is rumoured that the plans

aerial is required, explains
the silence which has been
puzzling some listeners.

c'ays, but up to the time

caSts to Australia haVe made him

THE inner workings at Savoy Hill are

length is altered a new

new aerial has now
been completed for some

champion listener.
Gerald
Marcuse, for example, whose broad-

speaker.

been all that could have been expected !

RAVEN TRY JUNIOR'S

fame as an amateur transmitter
it is necessary to be something of
a

.Lt1

The new aerial will probthe Midlands.
ably
be
in
use
before
the year is out.
Armistice day cannot be said to have

THE performance 5SW put up

Are the

engineers, then, satisfied with 5GB ?

meet the needs of those listeners
who require a receiver combining

PRINQIPAL
..

More about the " C.T."
Four ..
..

923

924

..

925
926

Practical Odds and Ends

927

Impossibilities !

The " Super

Crystal

Receiver
On your Wavelength

....928
.. 933

The Straight-line Three
"A.W." Tests of Appa-

9,40

..

944

..

946

ratus

ous " Special
described in

Our

Information
Bureau

El

Three" set

AMATEUR

WIRELESS No. 279 (with
which readers having D.C.
have obtained such extraordinary results), or with
a special four -valve set to
be dercrib:d soon.

moteur Vitrele!)
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AN ACC

VETRAP

ON' this page are the necessary con-

should these result in an improve:1 trap
circuit it will be duly recorded.-A. H:

structional details of one of the

wave -traps dealt with in the article on
" Wave -traps and Other Simple Aids
to Selectivity" given in AMATEUR

.

'

B.B.C. versus

THEATRES AGAIN !

WIRELESS No. 286.

THAT the B.B.C., as chief rival to
the theatres; sfiould not allow
if not used in the correct manner. It coil in circuit depending on the tapping adverse theatrical criticisms to form part
of its programmes, is the contention being
is intended to be connected across the selected, i.e., 7o, 8o, 9o, or too turns.
voided at the present time by some London
aperiodic coil of a receiver or across a
theatrical managers. This growing objectapped tuning coil, as indicated in the Construction
The layout of the panel and baseboard tion has culminated in the receipt by the
article referred to.
Constructionally, the "Acceptor Wave - is also indicated in the combined drilling B.B.C. of a letter of protest from one of the
trap" shown offers few difficulties. On a and wiring plan. The coil is secured to'the leading London managements.
An official of the B.B.C., discussing the
3% -in. length of 3 -in. diameter Ebonart baseboard by means of a small strip of
question with an AMATEUR WIRELESS
wood screwed inside the coil former.
I Of SET
It will be seen that on the left of the representative, stressed the fact that the.

It must be emphasised that this
particular trap will prove disappointing

0

0-

90
80
70

panel are two terminals, one A and one E. B.iB.C.'s first duty was to its large bo.dy of
These are simply for convenience in
attaching the trap to the receiver. The
duplicated A and E terminals on the right
are connected to the corresponding A and
E terminals of the receiver. The actual

aerial and earth leads are then taken to

the A and E terminals on the left.
A flexible lead with an attached Lisenin
plug is brought through a hole in the panel

00037

E

0

f OF 3ET
Circuit of Acceptor Wave -trap

0

so that it can be plugged into any
four sockets. The top socket is the 7othturn tapping and the lowest socket the
Tooth tapping. The wiring is done with
Glazite or Junit wire in accordance with

the wiring plan.
low -loss former are wound Too turns of
No. 24. d,s.c. wire, tappings being made at Using the Trap
the both, 8oth, 90th, and final turns. The
When using the wave -trap, the coil
small ebonite panel, is drilled to take four tapping selected will depend on the waveLisenin sockets, the .0005-microfarad 'vari- length of the station it is required to trap.
able condenser, and the two " aerials " and For most stations the full Too turns are
Screw
8A5EWARD 9;r5- 41w rd
"earths."
required, because, it must be remembered,
The theoretical connections are plainly the .0005-microfarad variable condenser is
Wiring Diagram of Wave -trap
indicated in the diagram. Essentially, the in series with the coil. At one particular
circuit consists of the tapped coil and condenser setting the local fades out, listeners and not to the theatrical managers.
variable condenser in series, the amount of although the point of "fade out" is not Moreover, it employed experienced critics
sharply defined as in other traps. The of the arts, including the drama, for the
lower the trap coil losses and the better the guidance of listeners, as it has a perfect
tapping adjustment, the more critical is right to do.
The B.B.C. itself is not always above
the "fade out" point.
There is room for experiment criticism and certain theatrical managers
in the adjustment; sometimes the have criticised the programmes by means
most satisfactory "eliminating" of burlesques and in other ways. One
adjustment is not satisfactory as manager, according to the Daily Express,
far as bringing in another station. had asked "what the B.B.C. would think
When properly adjusted, how- if every theatrical manager stood in front
ever, and used in conjunction of the curtain and told the audience that
with an auto -coupled tuner they were not to listen -in as the B.B.C.
circuit, the results are all that was the dullest and most inept institution
are required-elimination of the in the country."
local in favour of a more distant
The fact remains, however, that theatrical managers did not do foolish things of
transmission.
Experiments are now in' pro- that sort, although the B.B.C. as an
grers with other forms of institution seems to provide them with
The Wave -trap is
trapping arrangements, and material for mirth -provoking burlesques,
Simple to Construct

LECEMBER 17, 1921
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such circumstances. The last
vah'e of the series shoUld be a
power or super -power valve.
The latter should preferably

IHAVE just been looking

over the cost of the `C.T."
Four receiver and have beefs
agreeably surprised to find that
this works out at about E7 los.
only, not including the cabinet.
When I first laid out the com-

be used, owing to the better

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.) A.M.I.E.E.

quality which will result, but it

must be remembered that the
ponents of the receiver in their correct tuning circuit is affected by the presence high-tension current consumption will be
positions, I was rather pleased with the of the fixed .002 condenser, and there are increased if this is done.
comparative simplicity of the layout and commercial variations in the values of such H.T. Consumption
the low first cost serves to confirm that the ce'idensers. Thus a degree or two on either
As a matter of interest, the high-tension
circuit really is simple and consequently side may possibly be experienced in
cheap to construct.
By the way, two slow-motion Ormond
dials are required to complete the list of
components.
If Cyldon condensers are used this
should be mentioned when ordering the
dials, as special adaptors are provided to
fit

in: spindles.

Those readers who wish to make their
own coils will be able to do so from the
details given herewith. The windings on the
coils are simple single -layer windings in all
cases, tappings being taken at appropriate
Two-inch Paxolin formers are
points.
employed in all cases.
The actual winding details are as
,

follows :

receivers made up by readers.

Selectivity
Some details as to the valves to be used
in this receiver are desirable. The high frequency valve should be of the normal
H.F. type, having a fairly high impedance.
This is important, in order to avoid valve
damping on the following (detector) circuit.
I used a Cossor H.F. valve, or any corresponding valve can be used with satisfactory
results. The impedance should be of the
order of 20,000 to 30,900 ohms, with the
best amplification factor possible. Slightly
better selectivity will be obtained by using
a rather higher impedance valve, such as a
DE5B for
and with such a valve

Cardiff has been reShort Waves
ceived on the " C.T. "
Four during Lon, Aerial Coil. -65 turns of 28 d.s.c. wire

wound as follows : Commence the winding don's

at pin No. 2. Wind on 6 turns and take a
tapping to pin No. 3. Wind a further
4 turns and take a tapping to pin No. 4.
Then wind on 55 turns, making 65 in all,
and connect the end to pin No. t.
H.F. Coil. -95 turns of 28 d.s.c. wire
wound as follows : Start the winding at
pin No. 6. Wind on 3o turns and take a
tapping to pin No. 2. Then wind 65 turns
more and take the end to pin No. i.
Long Waves
\ Aerial Coil.-3oo turns of 4o d.s.c. wire
wound as follows : Start the winding at
pin No. 2, wind on 40 turns and take a
tapping to pin No. 3. Wind a further 3o

consumption was measured with the follow-

ing valves in use : Cossor H.F., PM5B,
ES5L.F., and Cosmos SP5oR. The anode
voltage was 120 and the current consumption was 25 milliamps, which is about the
average for a receiver using a super -power
valve in the last stage.

Provided that suitable impedances are
obtained, either 2-, 4-, or 6 -volt valves may
be used. It must always .be remembered

however, that owing to the shorter filament, it is not possible with 2- and 4 -volt

types to obtain the same amplification
factor for a given impedance. This means
that, other things being equal, the selectivity with 2- and 4 -volt valves will be
slightly less than with a 6 -volt valve for

transmission.

Incidentally the best
selectivity is obtained
with the earth tap On
No. 3 terminal, while

slightly better signal
strength is obtained

on tap No. 4.

The detector valve

The " C.T." Four is of neat appearance
fairly
high impedance valve, such as the PAI5B the same signal strength and vice versa.
or a DEH type. For the first L.F. valve, a This is a point which is not fully appreciated,

should

be a

medium impedance L.F. valve must be and it is idle to maintain that the results
employed. A power valve is not suitable in Will be quite as good with 2- or 4 -volt
this stage if the R.I. super transformer is types. At the same time, excellent recepused. This instrument has a very heavy tion can be obtained using these types of
winding. giving a primary, inductance of valves.

turns and take a tapping to pin No. 4. 122 microhenries, and in consequence it is
Then wind a further 230 turns, making not possible to paSs much current through Test Report
300 in all, and connect the end to pin No. 1.

H.F. Coil. -390 turns of 4o d.s.c. wire
wound as follows : Start the winding at
pin No. 6 and wind go turns, after which
take a tapping to pin No. 2. Then wind a
further 300 turns, taking the end of the
winding to pin No. 1.
Particulars are given of the dial settings
for a number of stations which have been
obtained. It should be pointed out that

the actual setting of the condensers will
not necessarily correspond exactly either on

the long or the short waves. The H.F.

this winding or the iron circuit will begin
The following stations were obtained at
to saturate. As a matter of fact, a current my laboratories at Elstree at various
of 4 milliamperes can be handled with times on the loud -speaker. They were not
safety, but an ordinary power valve will all tuned in. at one sitting, and only about
pass a greater current, particularly if a half the number given can be tuned in at
high anode potential is used, and this any one time owing to heterodyning and
should not be employed.
similar interference. The full list is given
Those readers who prefer to use power as an indication of the capabilities of the
valves in the first L.F. stage should utilise receiver.
a different transformer. Any good transThe aerial dial read about 20 degrees
former having a step-up ratio of between above the H.F. dial. It was, therefore,
2-1 and 4-I and capable of carrying a adjusted to- give the same reading on
heavy primary current would be suitable in
(Continued on next page)

maws
Hamburg, and it then remained approx-

imately the same as the H.F. over the
whole scale.
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Belgrade
Muenster
Eskilstuna
Kiel
Toulouse

4o
45

Bratislava
48-5o Relay Band
53
Dortmund

Radio Lyons
Radio Vitus

57
6o
63
64
67
69
70

Nuremberg
Belfast
Newcastle
Lahtis
Dublin
Breslau
Bournemouth
Koenigsberg
Copenhagen
Petit Parisien
Barcelona
Prague
London

72
73
75
78
tio

8*
83

89

*92
*94

Bergen
Madrid

96 Stuttgart
97 Manchester
zoo Toulouse
102 Hamburg
105 Glasgow
107 Bern
109 Goteborg
lir Cracow
113
116
119
121
124
125
127
130
132
134

137
139
142

Dial
Setting. Station.
58 Vienna
103 Zurich
* London not working.

LONG WAVES

Setting. Stalion.
*91 Leipzig

StraSlithIrk

22
29
35
38

Budapest

Dial
Station.
-Gavle

Karlstad

8

20

Dial
Setting. .Station.
147 Munich
15o Sundsvall
155

MEDIUM WAVES
Dial Selling.
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Dial
Dial
Setting. Station.
Setting. Station.
6z Hilversum
95 Motala
133 Daventry
69 Kbely
142 Radio Paris
73 Kalundborg
157 Huizen
85 litinigswusterhausen
-

TREATMENT

IF properly cared for, the normal life of
a lead accumulator should be in the
neighbourhood of fifteen years. The more
constantly they are kept in use, the better
they like it. Prolonged rest's are bad for
them, even vvheri - kept fully charged.
Sulphation is boimd to set -in if the gells

are kept stagnant, and this means permanent deterioration.

Discharging at an excessive rate, or at
Following a series of experiments in two- a rate very considerably below their rated

way wireless telephonic communication
/ between the German liner Columbus and
the Norddeich coastal station, a new
Brunn
public service is to be installed on German
Rome
transatlantic steamers. The State cabins,
Oslo
Catalana
which are alreadytequipped with ordinary
Langenberg
telephone receivers, will be connected up
Ecole
Superieure with the liner's Wireless cabin. By this
means any, ordinary .subscriber on land
Witzleben
Frankfurt
Frederiksstad

Daventry

ACCUMULATOR

capacity, also tends to sulphation. When
being charged, both the negative and positive

plates should gas freely, though

excessive or prolonged gassing is to be
avoided, as this tends to loosen the active
material in the plates. The rate of charging
should be that laid down by the makers.

Rapid charging causes the lead oxide
to expand top quickly, and leads to
B. A. R.

' will be able to communicate with the "buckling."

Junior steamer through the medium of his local

Tromso
Brussels
Rosenhugel

New York now possesses a broadcast
exchange, and the Norddeich station at transmitter which has been erected by two
Emden.

Italian wireless associations.
....... ry,

IMPOSSI
.........

'

By JAY COOTS

.............

A Cabinet Minister, when asked to give a squeak, immediately owned up to the fact
casting station declaring that he was twenty -minutes' talk on his pet subject, that the fault did not lie with the circuit
getting full value for the los. he had paid modestly intimated that he did not believe' published in his wireless paper.
that one of his lectures could interest the
for a wireless licence.
ASCOTSMAN wrote to his local broad-

general public.

A -celebrated dramatie soprano was found_

to be quite as pretty as her voice was
A listener who telephoned to a B.B.C.
station complaining of the quality of, the
A wireless amateur, having built a new beautiful.
transmission, was promptly informed by receiver; froth which he failed to get a
A wireless pirate, suffering remorse,
the chief engineer that the fault did not

hastened to the local post office, and bought

lie with his receiving apparatus.

a licence for his crystal set.

A publican posted to Savoy Hill a round
robin signed by all his customers with the

A writer to a wireless publication, having

submitted a special article to the Editor,
was informed 'by the great man that the
contribution was the best offered to him

request that they should be given twice
weekly, either Handel's Messiah or The
Creation in its entirety.

in the whole of his journalistic career.

At a public dinner the Editor of an

A young blood who danced at one of the
London cabarets, the music of which was
being relayed, " yaled" three times around

important London newspaper expressed the

opinion that broadcasting companies in
every country should be given priority of

the microphone without the desire to shout :

news.

Hello !

Eva, Maud, or Ethel, as the case

might be.

A London wireless manufacturer, when
describing the qualities of the apparatus he

A wealthy inhabitant of Auchtermuchty
(N.B.) on at recent evening, monopolised a

sold, admitted that he could not cut out
2L0.

telephone trunk line for a period of six
minutes in order to inform the London
studio that a joke broadcast from that

A visitor at the B.B.C. headquarters,
when shown over the studios, expressed

station on May 26, 1925, had now dawned

no desire to see the control room.

upon him. (This counts two on a division !)

In an interview a famous violinist who
took part in a series of classical concerts,
frankly admitted that his instrument was
not a Stradivarius.

post office authorities, a Yorkshire listener
was granted a rebate of 5s. on his wireless
licence as he Was deaf in one ear.

In response to a tlaim submitted to the
John Henry without his Wheelbarrow
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Cutting Screws

an ordinary type coil -holder, and short
HERE is a tip for cutting screws. pieces should be cut from the top of each
Often one- finds that the only brass limb to provide a firm hold for the coils.
A. B.
screws that one has are too long for the
required purpose. The obvious way to
shorten them is to cut them with a hack- Making Efficient Connections
saw; this usually produces an edge like
WHEN making connections to the
thatshown at A. The better way is to take
FILE

MOST constructors have, at some time

or other, wished they had some means of checking the size and thread of
a screw. This can be done with the easily
made gauge shown in the diagram here-

with.
terminals of components it should be
Obtain,from a dealer a complete range of
remembered that bad contacts mean losses nuts from r to & B.A., tin two opposite
caused by unwanted resistance.

One of the most inefficient methods of

.41041,4"4

3

A

A Screw Gauge

C

A Method of Cutting Screws

making the connections is shown at A,
where the contact between the terminal
and the round -section wire is very poor.

==nrirIM3IEVE115

use of simple soldering tags, as at B,
a small three -sided file and cut into the The
constitutes
an improvement; but the best
strew at the required place (u).
Then break

A Screw Gauge
of soldering tags are only intermediate conthe piece off with a pair of pliers (c). Tlfs necting points, or otherwise combinations
is only applicable to 4.- and 6-B.A. screws, of clamped and soldered joints. Wherever facets of each, and arrange them in
but as these are the most usect_by wireless
possible, it will be found the best plan is to order on a piece of iron and heat over
fans, this should be of interest to readers. use square -section busbar wire, as at c, a gas flame. This will solder the nuts
By the way, the screw will be ready for use
together.
and not need filing, when treated thus.
A
If desired, a small brass handle may also
C. M. B.
I. D.
be soldered on.
11111111W

III

Improvised Plug-in Coils

An Interesting Wiring Method

ANY amateurs make use of basket
coils

for experimental

purposes,

despite the fact that it is usually rather

difficult to mount coils of this type securely
in conventional coil -holders. If the coils

Used be provided with circular ebonite
centres, however, it is quite a simple matter
to provide easy plug-in arrangements,

F

rendering the basket coils very handy for
experimental receivers.

The ebonite centres should be drilled

and tipped to take two small metal
trPROOY

alfrOfikr

Ways of Making Connections to Terminals

IT is recognised that joints, soldered or
otherwise, should be avoided as much
as possible. These may be reduced to a
minimum if, instead of having a row of
terminals at the back of the baseboard,
rubber -covered flexible is taken to the
various components or points and then
carried under or over the baseboard direct
to the batteries.

The flex leads are clamped tightly in
position by means of a wooden cleat on

and thus acquire a direct contact, which is

equally as simple as the diagram A
arrangement, but obviously far more

* mAts

z

efficient.

The loops on the ends of leads should be
made with round -nose pliers, and always
in the manner shown at E, so that they are
not opened outwards when tightening the
terminal nuts, as would be the case if they
were placed over the shanks in the reverse

position, as at D.

When fitting a lead

between two terminals, as in F, it is a good

plan to think of the letter "s." 0. J. R.
Basket Coil with Holder
F:CreWS,

and these should be inserted

leaving the heads and about 14 in. of the
thread projecting. Coil connections should
be seldered to the screws.
Two short lengths of springy brass should

be clamped to the side contact screws of

These " Odds and Ends " were sent
in by Readers.
Have you any in use?

We pay at the usual rates for any
published.

away TO COMPOIYEITTS

An Unusual Wiring Methoi

the back edge of the baseboard. This will
prevent strain on the leads and hold them
firmly in position.
For making the cleat, obtain a piece of
wood about 1/2 in. square and drill -it in.
holes spaced to requirements.' After drilling
cut or plane the wood down until the holes

fit tightly over the flex, and finally drill
the holes to take the screws to secure the
H. G. E.
cleat to the baseboard.
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THE "SU PEK
CRYSTAL RECEIVER
(Burton, Cyldon, Jackson, Cenin this control need not be troid; or Formo).
interfered with.
One 21,.; in. length of 21/1 in. diameter

local station has been tuned denser
In fact, after the preliminary setting of the

low -loss coil former (Ebonart or Becol).

Four terminals, one each marked, A, E,
crystal detector and tuning and two marked Phones. (Belling & Lee).
Rear View of
condenser, the only effort
Ebonite panel, 9 in. by 6 in. by L.
Panel
required in order to listen (Radion, Becol, Peto-Scott or Raythond).
F1ERE is a crystal receiver that will in is to don the headphones. The importance
Two ebonite terminal strips, 2 in. by 2 in.

work two pairs of headphones at

of using a sensitive pair of headphones with

good strength, when the aerial and earth

any crystal receiver is frequently ignored,.

by 1/4 in. (Becol).

but in the choice of the phones
lies the balance between mediocre
and really good reception.

PAPE:L 6;'

Circuit
The general scheme of things
will be obvious to the seasoned

.000S

enthusiast from an inspection of
the theoretical circuit diagram.
The combined wiring and layout
diagram will assist those who are

To M01117(7 plates

not conversant with symbolic

The Circuit
diagram

diagrams.

There is a tapped coil indiTWo ounces of 24 -gauge Lcwcos d.c.c.
eated, which consists of 6o turns wire (London Electric Wire Co.).
of 24 -gauge d.c.c. wire wound
Crystal
Detector
010117 2

60 /Urns
z4 DCC.

lopped of
10.20 &30

turns

on a 21/2 in. length of 21/2 in. Construction
diameter ebonite low -loss former,
As the panel is a standard size, this Will
tappings being made at the require no " treatment " and is ready for
tenth, twentieth and thirtieth drilling.
The variable condenser and
turns.
permanent crystal detector are mounted
The variable condenser is on the panel as shown in the drilling and
connected across the whole coil, wiring diagram, whilst the phones and A, I7!_
but the crystal detector and terminals are mounted on small ebonite
phones are connected in series strips at the back of the baseboard.

with the earth and one of the

rr,44,

EWE-DORN

9"

Ebonite

11 IPhones

The baseboard accommodates the tapped
tappings. The particular tuning coil, which is wound as follows :
tapping utilised depends upon the A small hole is drilled about in. from one
resistance of the crystal detect -or. end of the coil former and the end of the
The wiring plan shows, the
(Concluded on page 952)
twentieth turn tapping, connected to
one side of the
coil

The Wiring Diagram
(Blueprint available,

1

I

price 9d).

Earth Rerio/

crystal detector, i.e., oneThese results can be obtained up to a third of the way up the
distance of approximately twelve miles coil from the earth end.
from a main B B C station and half that In general, this tapping
will give optimum signal
distance from a relay station.
The special features of the "Super ' crystal strength, but those experireceiver are simplicity of operation and, mentally inclined will want
to try the tenth and
unusual strength of signals.
The simplicity of operation is largely thirtieth points.
in use are reasonably good._

due to the incorporation of a " permanent "

crystal detector that does not require Components Required
To build the " Super "
frequent adjustment.

crystal set, the following
parts are required :
Permanent crystal detecThus the main disadvantage of the crystal
set is eliminated and the only control is tor (R.I. and Varley, or

No Adjustments

the tuning condenser, and even this only Jewel Pen Co,).
One .000 variable conrequires an initial setting, and after the

This Efficient Receiver is particularly easy to construct
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The wonderful Mullard
P.M. Filament

A filament with gigantic emissionsteady, enduring and powerful,
bringing positively improved reception to any radio receiver.
A filament of astonishing strength-

tough, shockproof and so ductile
that it can be tied in a knot long
after 1000 hours' use.

A MASTER filament consuming only

0.075 amp. filament current and
giving rich, full, clear volume filled
with life. A British filament found

ONLY in Milliard P.M. Radio Valves.

Mullard
THE -MASTER-VALVE

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO.. LTD.. MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C. 2
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itEDFERVS
"Ready for Assembly"
Set of Component Parts
Drilled Panel and Terminal Strip, Low Loss
Coil Former, 3 Redfern
Valve Holders.
The Set complete:-

With Ebonart
Mahogany panel

With Ebonart
Black panel -

-

2

5 /6

2

316

2

1

With Matt
Ebonite panel

Your Dealer can supply you
-

REDFERN'S
RUBBER WORKS LTD.
HYDE

CHESHIRE
',N.,

-

f No/NT

c431Dirf'41r©H2)
PRODUCT
BR

A new field of experiment

for you!

That old gramophone you have got tired of can be
made to give reproduction many times better than it

THE BURTON PANEL
RHEOSTAT

ever did before and all for a very small outlay.
Merely replace the soundbox with the

IGRANIC- p

HON OVX

PACENT
and connect to th, amplifier and loud -speaker of your
wireless set. The result is -far better quality than
either of them gave alone. What it amounts to is that
you obtain electrical reproduction such as is being used

Panel Mounting
Rheostat, 6, io,
15, 30 ohm.,

in all de -lose gramophones.
Get the Phonovox for Christmas and provide excellent

quality dance music for the family.

2/3

Remember the

volume is only limited by the capacity of your amplifier,

THE PHONOVOX, Price 37/6

complete

The following are optional :-

Plug Adaptor, 5/-

Volume Control 7i6

Send for List No. D.73 for further pa: titulars:

The range of Igranic Radio Devices is the mast complete in the world. They are always stocked by
reputable dealers. All reports received by us of difficulty in obtaining them receive immediate attention.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

C. F. & H. BURTON,

Progress Works,
BERNARD STREET,

149 Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4

Works: BEDFORD

"\AAA4AAAlkilikif\AA

Phone 560

T0 Ensure Sneedv Delivery, mention "A.W." to Advertisers

WALSALL
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HANGING
UNCLE
GEORGE

FLUXITE
,.
..7....

,,:...0,._

..

?

i,
'

Talking about Marconi Valves we might
claim that the filament was strong
enough to hang Uncle George's portrait.

ir---4

But who cares ?
We might claim that it was long enough
to dry the week's washing on. But

c__

UNIT["

IT SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING

surely you've got a clothes -line ?

FLUXITE SOLDERING 7 /6

SET All

-

No. We prefer to talk about what the
Marconi Valve does. To tell you that

Complete

Hardware

and Ironmongery Sores
FLUXITE in tins, price 83., 1/4 and

2/8. Another use for Fluzite-Hardening
Tools and Case Hardening. Ask for
leaflets on improved methods

very little juice goes in at the input end
for what comes out at ticie output. We
prefer to state that, operated from

FLUXITE LTD.

(D p: 332) 12otherhithe,S.E.15

Marconi Valves, the loud -speaker suffers

neither from loss of voice nor nasal
catarrh.
And, what's more, that Marconi Valves
keep on working for a very long time
indeed. They're built for power, they're
built for truth, and they're built for time.

Build the

"L & P 3.20 EXPRESS"
Price - 14/6

(3 VALVES,

Price

with-

20 STATIONS,

Motion Dial

EXPRESS
TUNING.)

out Slow
11/6

Users of 6 -volt accumulators
assured of superlative results

FOR GENERAL PURPOSE.
Marconi ValveType D.E.H. 610
...
(10/6) or

-No Coil changing for High Waves-

Real Music -20 Stations nn Loud Speaker
-Cost of Components £5 14 0, including

the L.& P. High -Low Coll Tuner.
That's what you're looking for, isn't it?

beginner.
This amazing simple circuit is becoming
the rage of the season, and is already the

envy and despair of H.F. screening and
neutralising devotees.
Free Constructional Sheet and Wiring
Diagram. If your dealer cannot supply,
we will send you copies post free.
Mention your dealer's name in applying.

tor money can buy

-is

included in
above estimate.

D.E.L. 610

tq

And it's a straight quick job for any

-the finest Resis-

by

the following new 6 -volt
Marconi Econ.my Valves.

One -dial Tuning-Razor-sharp Selectivity

LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO
COMPANY LTD., COLNE, LANCS.
The L. & P. Variohm

are

employing

_

1-1(A

.0*
"...

Road, London, W.I.
IPleare send me copy of " Back
I

Scaled, with
off position.

4/.

Thank you.

IName
I

An amusing but informative booklet entitled

"Back Chat" may be obtained by posting
thecouponbelow.

%-.--..ff 14,,
`gt
......."
"....., 0 I,.

I 2 10-2 1 2, Tottenham Court

Chat."

(10/6)

Marconi ValveType D.E.P. 610 (12/6)-a power

IMarconipehone
I Company, Ltd.,

Zero to so
'
ohms,

...

FOR THE LAST STAGE.

AL

...
o®

....

....,

Ve Sh
...

...

°l ad da
.....

...,,

'`........
......

% si
i

Address

i

i
I

A.W.6

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

id. stamp if unsealed
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CAN BE BUILT

WITH LISSEN PARTS
Congratulations to Messrs. Cossor

on an excellent set
TT has been definitely proved that LISSEN parts can be used
for this Set with eminently satisfactory results, as well as
for every other type of Circuit which may be popular at a given
time, and which requires Standard parts of recognised quality.
LISSEN parts are guaranteed to give satisfaction every time
they are used. Test the LISSEN TRANSFORMER against any
other, and if you are then willing to part with your LISSEN,
and return it within seven days of purchase, your money will be
willingly refunded.

Use the other LISSEN parts as well, resistances, condensers,
rheostats, valve -holders, batteries, etc.

Lissen parts for the Cossor Melody Maker
1 Lissen L.F. Transformer (price 8/6).
1 Lissen- .001 Fixed Condenser (to be put across the
primary of the L.F. Transformer) (price 1,6).

1 Lissen Baseboard Rheostat. 7 ohms (price 1;'6).
2 Lissen Key Switches or Lissen 2 -way Switches (price
1 6 each).

2 .0003 Lissen Mica Fixed Condensers (Grid Leak Clips
are included) (price 1 - each).
1 Lissen .0001 Mica Fixed Condenser (price 1;'-).
1 Lissen .001 Mica Fixed Condenser (price 1
1 Lissen .002 Mica Fixed Condenser (price 1 6).
1 Lissen Mansbridge Type Condenser, 2 mfd. (price 3;6).

1 Lissen Grid Leak, 3 megs. (price

1,'-)

Combinator (price I -).
1 Lissen Grid Leak, (.25 megs. (price 1,-).

and 1 Lissen

1 Lissen Grid Leak, 4 megs. (price 1/-) and 1
Combinator (price 1 -).
3 Lissen Valve Holders (price 1/- each).
1 Lissen 9 -volt Grid Bias Battery (price 1(6).

Lisziea

Also use the Lissen H. T. Battery
All these Lissen parts for the Cossor "Melody Maker" arc
obtainable from io,000 radio dealers throughout the country.

LISSEN GRID LEAK, 14LISSEN
COMBINATOR,
11-

Ask for Lissen parts in a way that shows you will take no other
and be sure of perfect results.

LISSEN
LISSEN LIMITED
16-20 Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey
MANAGING DIRECTOR : THOMAS N. Col. E

ifs
Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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up-to-date edition of a gang -control five, arrangements so far as Great Britain is
Another Mystery
IALWAYS seem to be hitting mystery and it will receive both long and short concerned.
stations now. I heard a man the waves without any coil changing. Our
5XX
other day calling in a loud voice for liquid Technical Editor ought to know something
APOINT
of
interest to broadcast
refreshment; at least, he said B.S. several about it, because he designed the original
listeners
is
that
the long -wave station
"
Solodyne"
a
year
ago,
whick
was
the
times and then relapsed into silence. A
few seconds later he started out with four first practicable gang -control rebeiver pub- 5XX had a narrow escape from obliteration, and only by a narrow majority was it
B's, twelve T's (twelve long dashes), and lished in this country.
Many people must have felt that the possible to arrange for a very small band
finally finished up with four B's again.
After a brief rest of ten seconds-possibly "Solodyne" was difficult to beat for for this and other stations to operate on
in order to sample the liquid refreshment- general performance and simplicity, but the, long waves. It seems that the comhe came on again with the same pro- there is no doubt that this receiver has mercial interests and certain others are
gramme. The whole business occupied gone one better. To be able to select any very keen to get all broadcasting moved
about fifty seconds, so far as I could judge, of the principal stations broadcasting in from off these wavebands.
and there was then a ten -second break.

A Pure Note

Europe by the turn of a single knob,
whether they are on the low or high wave-

bands, is undoubtedly a useful property

THIS was about 9 or ro at night, as far as for any receiver, and I imagine this new
I remember. The note was exceptionally set will be as popular as its distinguished
pure and was modulated; so that I did not forerunner.

have to oscillate in order to receive it. If
America and Ourselves
the receiver was permitted to oscillate the
AN editorial contained in the organ of
familiar tonic -train note was obtained,
Atherican amateur radio, known as
indicating that this was a modulated C.W.
transmission. I should have said that this Q.S.T., has caused a little concern in this

occurred on the long -wave band (I was country. It seems that E. K. Warner, the
testing Mr. Reyner's "Phcenix FiVe" at secretary of the American Radio League,

the time, of which more anon), and a wave - had an interview with -certain British
meter check showed that the wavelength officials who were attending the Washingwas a little above r,000 metres-i,ozo to ton Convention, in the course of which the
British representatives gave him to underbe precise.

stand that the British authorities did not

More of Them
recognise the status of the amateur in this
DURING the intervals of this trans- country and that they had not heard of the
mission I could hear another station,
on a slightly different note, transmitting
a jumble of H's and long dashes, but I
could not quite "copy" him. I thought
no more about it, beyond being somewhat

interested; but, to my surprise, the next
day, when I tuned in about x o'clock on
the same waveband, I found a whole crop
of stations playing this new game. In all,
there were four, as follows :Four B's, twelve T's, four B's.
Four X's, thirteen T's, four X's.
Three G's, eleven T's, three G's.
Six ft's, thirteen T's, five H's.
Incidentally, the last one was the only
one of the four which was not symmetrical.

In the middle of all this,bright selection

I could hear a man calling TI, TI, TI,

reminding one of certain songs of one's
youth !

All these stations had the characteristic
pure note to which I referred earlier and
were quite pleasant to listen to. But what
on earth are they? That is the question,
and one which I am really anxious to find
out. Can any reader assist?

A Unique Receiver
T SAID that I was using the new " Phcenix

1 Five" for this test. This is certainly a
most fascinating receiver. It is a real bang

Have You Heard It?
ANEW star appeared in the radio
firmament on Sunday, December 4,
in the foim of the high -power Polish trans-

mitter opened at Cattowitz. As it is rated
at some 12 kilowatts, you will easily realise

that; if anything, its concerts are more

easily received in the British Isles than
even those of the Warsaw broadcasting
station. Whether it will keep its wavelength of 422 metres I do not know; but
for the present, at least, it is hot difficult
to clear ifs transmissions from those of
Fiankfurt, although the latter is a

wafter and very much nearer to us.
The Call

WHEN heard there should be but little
difficulty in identifying the new Pole,

existence of the vast number of amateurs as he-or, rather, she-repeats her call at
who are active in the United States. The frequent intervals : "21 Uo ! Al/c, ! Polskie
result mas that Mr. Warner appears to Radio Kattowice," and between items puts
think that the accredited representatives on the air a very distinctive signal-that
of amateur radio in this country have not of a slow bell -like metronome. It is nothing
done all that they should have done in the like the usual clock tick to which we have
matter of securing recognition, and in the been treated by far too many Continental
course of a vigorous article upbraids the studios lately, but more closely resembles
British amateur for failing to keep. British a very regular stroke on a silver bell. I
can think of no other closer comparison.
officials "up to the mark."

The Facts
T HAVE since had an interview with the

I persons who were responsible for the

Warsaw
WARSAW now would also appear to be
dissatisfied with the output of its own

arrangements made .as regards representa- station and the Polskie Radio is taking
tion of the British amateur, and I under- steps to secure more powerful broadcasting
stand that everything possible was done to plant; it is stated that the authorities will
see that he should have adequate represen- not be content before they possess a transtation at Washington, and that if the mitter radiating some ro kilowatts aerial
British delegation was ignorant before the energy. Should .the various plans put forconference commenced, it was fully ac- ward by the Continental countries mature
quainted with the position before the in a practical manner, it seems to me that
meeting had proceeded very far. We do in the near future an ordinary two -valve
not yet know the result of the conference, amplifier added to a crystal set may rope
as no official news is to hand. It seems in all Europe !
unlikely that the matter will be discussed
Ups and Downs
here until the question of ratification arises.
It does seem clear, however, that the FOR some reason, short-wave reception
has not been very, good of late; in fact,
British amateur has nothing to fear from
the results, as the Post Office authorities except for the giants KDKA, 2XAD, and
are inclined to favour adherence to existing 2 XAF, there has been really very little to

7
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On Your Wavelength !

(continued)

selective kind were evolved, many of us
Signal strength on the wavelets does vary discarded them temporarily, having, as it
in the most astonishing manner; on one appeared, no further use for them. If you
night stations come in so powerfully that want good quality in, reception, selectivity
there is not the slightest difficulty in tun- can be overdone. Nowadays big magnifiing them in, and in many cases a change cation without knife-edge selectivity is
may be made from telephones to the loud- possible in the H.F. stages, which means
speaker. On another there seems to be that distant transmissions are much more
practically nothing doing, and such stations pleasant to listen to. But the wipe-out
as you hear are so weak that you can hardly effect of near -by stations is apt to be
rather noticeable.
make out their call -signs.
listen to from the other side of_the.Atlantic.

Almost a Necessity
NOW that 5GB is at work I find it
better to, return to my wave -trap
big fellows mentioned use a considerable amount of .power--2XAF is rated at when I want to hear stations such as
ro kilowatts-and therefore manages to 'Berlin Witzleben and others in the imnie

A Possible Reason
THE reason is, I believe, this. The

get across pretty well, even when condi- :cliate neighbourhood of the big home
tions are not very favourable: Most of the .station's wavelength. If the regional
others, however, do not exceed half a kilo- scheme ever comes into being it is quite
watt, and therefore reception of them in possible that the wave -trap will become a
this country is very dependent upon ether normal fitting for every receiving set inconditions. I hear, too, from an American corporating one high -frequency stage. A
friend that a good many short-wave broad- good wave -trap costs very little to make,
casting licences have recently been with- and if one suffers from wipe-out it indrawn, so that there are probably not creases enormously the number of stations
quite so many stations on the air now as that may be received.
there were a little while ago.
New Screened Valves

BY the time that this note appears in
print screened -grid valves of a new
yOU are probably pretty familiar with
type
will probably be on the market.
the short-wave transmissions of Radio
Malabar on 17 metres. Have you heard have been trying out an advance model,
him lately, though, on 33 metres? He is and I must Say that I am delighted with it.
using this wavelength experimentally at The normal amplification factor is zoo,
times, and it is most interesting to compare which is pretty useful, is it not? Not the
the differences in fading and signal strength least of its advantages is that it can be
of the longer and shorter wave signals. fitted into an existing set without it being

Short-wave News

0 II

strongly as ever. Grid -leak and condenser
rectification, too, was rather under a cloud
until recently where quality was' desired.
in fact, -it was no good boasting about the
purity of your reception if an expert friend
could point with a shrug of the shoulders
to a leaky -grid rectifier in the set. We have
found, though, that the anode -bend method

can distort to beat the band in certain
cases, whilst if care is taken over the design
Of the grid -leak and condenser arrangement
and if the components are properly selected

it need produce no distortion that really
patters. The strong,points about the leaky
grid system are that it is far more sensitive

than the other and that it makes proper
reaction effects much easier to obtain.

How Do They Do It?
T CANNOT help referring once more to
1 the little Swedish relays, for I find that
heaps of people have not yet tumbled to
the fact that they can be received in many
parts of this country with a strength and
purity that are little short of phenomenal,
considering the tiny power that most of
them use. It is rather difficult to identify
them, since they all relay the same programmes, and they hardly ever seem to give

their call -signs. As they come in near the
bottom of one's condenser scales the calibra-

lion chart is not such a help as it might be
in tracing them by means of their wavelength, for very few condensers are anything like straight-line during the last
dozen divisions or so of the scale.

The Best

THOSE that I find best are the ones
Generally speaking, the 33 -metre signals necessary to make any extensive alterations.
that can be picked up a little below
are better early in the day, but tend to What I like about the " S.G." valve is that
"go off," whilst those upon 17 metres are you have so much real honest -to -goodness the settings needed for Munster. One of
at their best during the latter part of the high -frequency amplification in hand that them, which appears to be Orebro, is a
you don't want reaction, except possibly splendid signal, and there are three others
afternoon.

Experimental Short-wave
Transmissions
MORE European stations are now at
work conducting experimental transmissions. Amongst these I would mention

Radio Lyon, who may be picked up on
most days of the week between 4 p.m. and
5 p.m. The French station comes in extraordinarily well, signal strength at my

station being tremendous. For quite a
long time Germany has not been doing
very much short-wave work, but now she
is at it again. Nauen is, transmitting fairly
regularly on 56.7 metres. Signal strength
and quality are both excellent. I would
also recommend you to make use of your
set on Sunday afternoons and to explore
with it the band in the neighbourhood of
43 metres.' Yon will there find numbers of
our own amateurs at work.
- Wave -treys Again
TIME was when the wave -trap was an
exceedingly popular- fitment. Then,
as high -frequency circuits of an ultra -

to sharpen up at times the tuning of the almost equally good rather below the
rectifier.

settings needed for Stettin. In the ordinary
way the Stockholm programmes are some-

Another Old Friend
times a little difficult to receive. When
IHAVE commented before on the way atmospherics are bad Motala may be seriin which we so often in wireless abandon ously interfered with, and the Stockholm
some component or circuit in favour of new station cannot be received direct, as a
things, only to go baCk again to our old rule, owing to interference from Rome and
love at a later date. That ancient friend Paris PTT.
the tuned anode is a case in point. At one
For This Relief . . .
time it was considered the very last word
T
NEVER
was very fond of headphones,
in high -frequency, couplings and everyone
swore by it. Then fresh developments were 1 though for my sins I am compelled to
made and we all swore at it. We removed use them a good deal. I have one beautiit from our sets, substituting for it highly fully sensitive, hut rather heavy, pair,
efficient transformers of the most ultra- which used to make me feel, after an hour
modern design. The tuned anode in fact or so of wearing them, that I was carrying
became almOst as out of date as the coherer about a ton weight on the -'top of my head.

But when the I have managed to relieve the discomfort
screened -grid valve made its appearance considerably by means of a tip which I
we tried it with H.F. transformers and pass on to fellow -sufferers. Obtain a very
small rubber sponge; shape it, if necessary,
found that it would not work properly.
with scissors, and then fix it inside the top
Going Strong
of the headbands, using a packing needle
or the billi condenser.

WE had to resurrect the old tuned - and some tailor's strong thread for the
anode circuit. which is now going as purpose.

THERMION.
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EDISWAN
ONE -DER
LOUD

Low Frequency

SPEAKER
FULL SIZE MODEL

Transformers

Coloured a deep brown tone,

the ONE -DER is a speaker
of such refined appearance
that it will tone with almost

Two years ago we decided
upon the design of this Transformer but the cost of turning
out a -component capable of so

any scheme of decoration.

high a standard of performance was prohibitive. Since
then, however, we have so

Fully licensed under Patent
Nos. 239331, 243431 and
243432.

lessened manufacturing costs
that it is now possible to produce it at an economic price.
The windings of heavy gauge

PRICE :

£2.10.0

wire are sectional, giving a
very low distributive capacity.
The core is of " Stalloy "

TWO SPEED
DIAL

With Station
Recorder
9/ -

6 to 1 Ratio

the Ediswan Low Tension

Accumulator Charger.

Save
time and money. Ask your dealer.

L.F. Transformer

Multi Ratio £1 7 6

L.F. Choke
Triple Impedance £1 0 0

through a local dealer.

If you have A.C. current you can

£1 5 0

Ratios 1'8, 3,366, 4,5 and 6 to I

stration, or write to us and
let us arrange it for you

charge your own batteries with

while the case is "Bakelite."
284 3 to 1 Ratio £1 2 6
285

Ask your dealer for a demon-

VARIABLE

RESISTOR

5 ohms or 30 ohms

3/ -

Send 1 id. in stamps for the new Bowyer -Lowe Catalogue

EDISWAN
VALVES
CLEAREST- STRONGEST
LAST THE LONGEST
A type for every purpose.
The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO..

123-5, QueenVictoria,St.. London, E.C.4

°WY( rr° OWC
p"
BOWYEft -LOWE CO. LTD., LETCHWORTH
514

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Thousands
of Homes this Christmas will be

made happier by the advent of the

ETHOVOX
the Speaker that first made Wireless popular.
Will yours be one? Will you add to the enjoyment of
your family and friends assembled for this greatest of an
festivals ?

To enhance their pleasure will give you a feeling of
contented happiness worth its weight in gold.

And what will it cost you to instal the speaker which
will make even the poorest receiving set, if capable of
working at loud -speaker strength at all, perfection ?

Just £3-for " a round £3 " will buy it-and if you
prefer to test our statement you can do so NOW.

Your local dealer will demonstrate, or we will gladly
do so at our Showrooms at 15 Bedford Street, Strand.

Anyway, don't delay, but ask us for descriptive folder now.

Then you will just have time to make another happier
home this Christmas.

Let
your

ear
judge
CURVES and calculations are all
very well in their way. They are

B. 210H

RC. ant

Fil.
2
Fil. Amps -0.10
Max H.T. V. 150

I Os. 6d.

B. 210L

General 'Purl oe

Fil. Volts..

Fil. Amps...0.10
Max H.T.V. 120

10s. 6d:

B. 215P
T.,wer

Amplifying

Fil. Volts-

Fil. Amps...0.15
Max H.T.V. 120

12s. 6d.

useful to manufacturers and to the
mathematician.

When the merits of a valve are not

audibly perceptible, a few neatly drawn
curves may help to convince the buyer
that it is a better valve &en if it doesn't
sound any better.
Fortunately for all concerned, the
superiority of B.T.H. Nickel Filament
Valves can be appreciated by the dullest
ear. They tell their own story. No need
for figures-whether of fact or fancy. No
call for curves to prove an obvious truth.
The B.T.H. Nickel Filament Valve gives
a greater volume of sound, of better tone,

for a longer period than any other
2 -volt valve.

You can prove the first two points very
easily by substituting these new valves
for those you are at present using.
Yon are 'sure to buy B.T.H. Nickel
Filament Valves if ycu let your ear judge.

Your dealer holds adequate stocks.
The a babe prices

are applicable in

Gt. Britain and
N Ireland only.

BURNDEPT

Blackheath
London, S.E.

\ Or" re

EL FILAMENT ]
1116
Made at Rugby in the Mazda Lamp Works
:s-,

The Eri fish Thamson-II Liston Co., Ltd.

Advertisers Aopreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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CIRCUITS FOR YO

TO TRY
One of a regular series

of
articles by our Technical Editor

month and contain descriptions of
various forms of circuit which can
he tried out by the experimenter.

which will appear about every
......
IT is surprising what results can be reaction coil, L5 in the anode of the, rectifier
obtained by using ordinary plug-in coils

have a

balanced neutralised circuit.
The high -frequency energy is passed

valve enables the circuit to be brought to

if the circuit is correctly designed. The the point of oscillation.
average plug-in coil of course, is not as
This circuit is not neutralised and thereefficient as the solenoid type particularly fore, its results depend upon having a high

through the circuit C3, L4 on to the second-

ary of the transformer, and owing to the
fact that the first H.F, valve is neutralised,

when special Litzendraht wire is used for the quality choke Le and a small size. coil for this coupling can be made somewhat

winding of the latter. The ordinary circuit, however, is
influenced largely by the valves

in use and extra

sources of

> .'/T,

L2 g

damping lie in wait on every
hand. If proper precautions are

taken to reduce the extraneous
losses, then the difference in
efficiency between the plug-in
coil and the more elaborate and
expensive variety is not so very

tighter than before. As in the
previous case, the high-tension
to the first H.F. valve is supplied
through a choke coil L3, which
must again be of high quality in
order that there shall be no loss
of efficiency.
The detector in this case
employs anode -bend rectification,

a battery of 3 to 41/2 volts being

Fig. 1-A useful H.F. and Detector Circuit

inserted in the negative return,
this being shunted with the conC5 having a . capacity of .o

marked.
The circuit shown in Fig. r is a useful high - L3. Suitable values are Li and L4, 6o or
frequency and detector circuit which can 75; L3, 25 or 3o; L5, 5o. C2 and C5, .0005 ;
easily be connected up and will afford an C3, .or ; C4, .0003 with the usual two-megohm
evening's enjoyment. The grid circuit of grid leak. C6 should be about .000r to
the first valve contains a simple tuned .0003 in order to provide an adequate by-

denser
microfarad. The reaction coil L6 is coupled

to L5, this being controlled with a condenser C6, so that smooth oscillation is

obtained.
high frequency currents.
The aerial circuit is coupled by a separate
a .00at condenser direct to the grid of the Any number of low -frequency stages coil Li to the secondary L2 and by suitable
valve. If desired, a tapped coil can be used may be added to the circj.iit if desired. choice of values, this circuit can be made
circuit Li, C2, the aerial being taken through pass for

the

for Li, such as the Lissen X coil. In the
The circuit shown- in Fig. 2 is, to some
anode circuit of the valve, .we have two extent, based on the same principle as that
paths. One of these supplies the high- in Fig. r, but several improvements are
tension current and in this lead we place a incorporated. This . circuit is capable of
high -frequency choke. This acts as a being made extremely selective in proper
'Ntrrier to the high -frequency 'current which hands and is well worth making up. The

to give very good results. LI should be
25 to 35 or thereaboutS, L2 a centre -tapped
6o or 75 coil, L3 a high -frequency choke,

L4 a 30 or 35, L5 a 6o or 75, and L6 a 5o.
L7 is a second high -frequency choke intended

to keep the high -frequency current out of

HT -

t"

Fig. 2-An Extremely Selective Circuit

f

Fig. 3-There are several Novg1 Features in this Circuit
first grid circuit contains the coil L2, tuned the L.F. circuit. Cr and C4 arc ,0005, C2
the latter coil being coupled to the tuned with the condenser Cr. This is a centre - a neutralising condenser, C3 and C5, .01
circuit L4, C5.
tapped' circuit however, the filament being C6, .0003.
The voltages developed across this circuit taken to the centre -point of the coil L2: The
The detector valve is followed by a resisare applied to the rectifier valve through a opposite end of the coil to the grid is con- tance -coupled stage of the normal type.
condenser with a leak in shunt in order to nected through a neutralising condenser The anode resistance should not be too

therefore flows through the circuit C3, L3,

.

obtain the rectification required, while a to the anode of the valve so that we

(Cc-Pei:wed on page 953)
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L.F. COUPLINGS

ormedesist lice or
WHICH

HOOSE

By R. W. HALLOWS
AT one time the expert wireless man potential drop takes place between the
devoted much more attention to the filament. and- the plate. The fluctuations
high -frequency side of his set than to the in the plate circuit due to the arrival upon
note -magnifying stages, which he re- the grid of positive and negative half garded as simple affairs hardly worth cycles are fluctuations of current.
Remove the short-circuiting wire and
worrying about; there was in fact a kind
of feeling that any idiot. could make a replace it with an impedance z,- which
low -frequency amplifier containing one or
two stages ! To make. a receiving set

z

n,AAvv,,

capable of doing justice at loud -speaker
strength to the broadcast transmissions

means that a good deal of care .and

misnamed, since if the grid of the valve
is properly biaSed, there is no flow of current through its secondary. I have a susFig. 1-The Action of Anode Impedance

ment to the plate of the valve and then may take the form of a large coil of wire
back to the positive terminal of the bat- or of a non -inductive resistance. Conditery. Upon this is superimposed a ripple tions are now very different. If we conwhich is, .or should be, a faithful electrical sider a train of oscillations of the same
which shows a valve whose filament is
heated by the battery B2, whilst the battery Dr is there to supply the steady plate
potential. The circuit is, however, broken
by the gap between the two terminals T T.

following valve through a condenser, and
since the valve is _insulated by this from
direct -current potentials we must provide,
a leak which also acts as a stabiliser.
Personally have always been inclined
to regard the circuit shown at A as almost
exactly equivalent to that at B. Certainly
the low -frequency transformer is really

Plate -circuit Currents
In the plate circuit of the rectifying

copy of the sound waves that occur in the
studio. Now look for a moment at Fig. r.

tials are transferred to the grid of the

Transformer and Choke

S

trouble must be -spent over the design and
construction of its note -amplifying side.

valve and of any note magnifier we have
a compoSite current; there is first of all
the direct current supplied by the hightension battery which flows from the fila-

At A impedance is provided by the primary of an iron -cored transformer. At n
it takes the form of a simple iron -cored
choke coil, and at c it is a non -inductive
resistance. In the B and c circuits poten-

picion, then, that the coupling between

the primary and secondary in a low frequency transformer is mainly by capac-

ity, and that this capacity corresponds

exactly to the grid condenser in the B and
c circuits. If this is so, we have in the
frequency we have now two impedances in secondary of the transformer an imthe circuit : the fluctuating one due to the pedance whose- main duty is to stabilise
varying internal resistance of the valve, the grid of the valve to which it is conand the steady one z. Hence it follows nected.
In the transformer, however, there is
that changes in the internal impedance of
the valve cause potential fluctuations also a magnetic coupling, and it is possible to obtain a voltage step-up. by pro across the fixed impedance z.

1
Figs. 2A, 2B and 2C ---Diagrams showing Transformer, Choke and Resistance Couplings respectively

It will also be clear that the maximum
Let us sec first of all what happens if
we short-circuit theSe two terminals with voltage fluctuations will be obtained when
a. piece of wire as shown at s 'in dotted the value of the fixed impedance is infilines. When the grid becomes positive nitely great.
Having once obtained potential changes
the effect is to lower the internal resistance of the valve; When again the grid is in the plate circuit of a valve, we can
negative the internal resistance is raised: transfer them to the grid of a following
The plate potential, however, remains valve by any one of three methods shown
steady, since in either case the whole diagrammatically at A, B, and c in Fig. 2.
.

viding the secondary with more turns than
the primary. For this reason, if -we use

a well constructed transformer with a

primary impedance suited to the pre-

ceding valve, we can obtain greater signal
strength than is possible with either choke,
capacity or resistance -capacity coupling.

It might appear then at first sight that
(Concluded on page 946)

-
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
AWELL-KNOWN radio artiste sent seded Gilbert on this occasion) hardly
me an account of a funny incident comes up to the work of the " old firm."
which I pass on to you. First of all, he says The theme of the story is the same as that
that while a large number of listeners com- of The Vagabond King and other plays.
plain of too much highbrow music and There were one or two tunes which the

to the problem of putting over celebrities
who are not good broadcasters. A glaring
case was that of Lion Feuchtwanger, the
German author who has sprung into pro-

minence with his notable " Jew S ilE S." It
others dislike too much syncopation, there errand -boy would probably whistle in the was a happy inspiration to bring this
is room for the entertainer with humorous street; but that is all. As for the caste, literary "lion" to the microphone, but it
songs " with something in them."
some of the members sounded more like was hardly fair to him, or to his audience,

the East End than Eastern. That is the to have permitted him to broadcast a big

He himself complains that the best of difficulty in casting these broadcast musical
four such songs he wanted to give were comedies., The voice is the chief concern of
cut out at the last moment by the B.,B.C. the man who does the casting. Quite right,
because of a veiled allusion to somebody's too, except that what one gains on the
fruit salts and to somebody else's under- swings one loses on the roundabouts.
clothing. " It almost made me weep," he
As for Tilly of Bloomsbury, I enjoyed the
adds. Well, if he wants my comment it is
novel
" Happy -Go -Lucky" better than the
"Bravo, the B.B.C. !" For once let innocent references of this sort go over the play. I found it difficult to accept the
ether, and we should have a busy time genteel Tilly and her utterly Cockney
with the most subtle advertisers of the brother, Percy. One knows that the
day ! My friend does not appear to realise parentage was mixed, but even with that
that not only wireless, but newspapers, in mind, one could not conceive either a
are used in the most shameless fashion by Tilly or a Percy as the offspring. Tilly

talk. Herr Feuchtwanger is a great scholar
and has a profound knowledge of English,
but obviously his German accent made it
difficult for him to "get over," and I was

very sorry that we were in consequence
robbed- of some first-class philosophy.

Mr. Brampton Hawkins, who is a dialect

entertainer, must go down very well up
North, where they understand the lingo.
As for us poor Southerners, some of his
jokes were quite lost, for the simple reason
that the dialect was too good. Lena Copping

and Joan Meredith are quite an accom-

artistes, writers, and the peerage to adver- should have been mo;e of a " Peg -o' -My - plished pair, although I prefer their playing
tise some commodity or another. Obvi- Heart" or "Paddy -the -Next -Best -Thing." to their singing, and Tommy Handley
ously, the place for advertisements .is in The production, however, was good, and made an agreeable announcer, on this
occasion cutting down the introductions,
the advertising columns, and the last place Ivor Samson came out well as Bernard.
as I have suggested more than once in
in the world is the microphone.
I have again and again drawn attention these columns.

The amusing part, however, of this
artiste's letter is his experience at the
studio-I shall not say which. " I can
take an audience of a thousand easily,"
he writes, " but at the broadcast I only
had two-a lady artiste and her mother."
He underlined " her mother." " The latter,
a she -dragon, sitting in full view of me,

nearly froze, me to death and actually
almost dried me up in one song. If I ever
broadcast again and she was there I would
have to have her removed."

'

This is funny; although, apparently, it
was not quite so funny to the artiste. I am
sure announcers will see that humorous
artistes are not interfered with by mothers
and she -dragons in future !

The big things recently were The Rose
of Persia, Tilly of Bloomsbury, and the
National Symphony and Halle concerts.

Sullivan's musical comedy must have
come fresh to a good many listeners who
are more accustomed to the Savoy operas
STARTING A CAR BY MEANS OF A SHADOW
and to the scintillating libretto by Gilbert. A recent display in a New
:York store. A sensitive photo -electric cell war employed and a sh-adow
The new collaboration (Basil Hood superon the stool on the window caused the car to s!art.
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plug-in coils marketed by
number of manufacturers

obta'nablc which can be
used in such a way as to
give the selectivity of the
original Reinartz arrangement without the necessity
of winding a special coil.
Take the LiSsen No. 6oX

The Constriction is quite Straightforwari

the quality of reproduction leaves some-

If we tune the 5o turns and connect the
remaining to turns as shown in the circuit
diagram, we obtain the original Reinartz
reaction arrangement. The aerial circuit

performance of your receiver is below par,
then the time has come to start rebuilding;

-and there are few three-valvers we

consists of the to turns of the tapped

,embodied in the "Straight-line Three"
constitutes a very practical way out for

Three tuned circuits will give extraordinarily

selective tuning, and if the separate stages
are linked together with valves the sensitivity will be enormous, although the

with a few reaction turns and a small
reaction condenser.
1..\ -here a heavily damped aerial -earth
system is in use the .0002-microfarad fixed'
condenser in the aerial lead will add to the

selectivity, but this can be omitted if a

mum of expense and complication.
The L.F. side of the " Straight-line
Three" is different from the usual arrangeBearing in mind an essential
ment.

Reinartz Circuits
The original Reinartz

The adoption of the system outlined

results in good selectivity with the mini-

have tried to keep the low -frequency
amplification as "straight-line" as possible.

expense of the high notes.
coil,

with the

Straight-line Coupling

original

The "straight-line" amplification of the
whole musical shale is no mean task, but
the arrangement embodied here is a near
approach to the ideal. The first L.F. valve
is coupled to the detector by means of an
R.C._coupler, but there is nothing unusual
in this part of the circuit.
Between the second and third valves is
a stage of true -scale coupling, a system
developed in this country by the Formo

There are

Co. and used by Mr. Reyner in his powerful
Gramo-Radio receiver described in a recent

not so good as
in the
scheme.

Several tapped

ArladMININ....1=M1/16Mmmumm....

requirement-purity of reproduction-we

Low notes are reproduced, but not at the

aerial and reaction coil as a common winding, is a fine remedy for flat tuning. The
various "modifications" gain in simplicity,
in that plug-in coils can be used instead of
a specially wound
coil. But, as a
rule, the selectivity of these
arrangements is

ti

aperiodic aerial coil arrangement
enables sufficient reaction to be obtained

the
_

detector followed by three low -frequency

simpler scheme is usually adopted.

...1.;0002
.0002

The reduced damping of the tuned portion of the plug-in coil brought about by

good aerial is available.

But, generally speaking, the high order
of selectivity given by three tuned stages
is not required,_ and as the tuning difficult:es would be very considerable, some

faoke

the small aerial coil as a reaction coil as well.

volume will be disappointing to those
listeners whose only experience of four
valves is a combination consisting of a
stages.

THERE are two outstanding ell
-true purity reproduction, and
The good quality is due to a uniqu
capacity and true -scale L.F.
obtained by an ingenious adapts.
plug-in coil. This is one of the
to build and eminently sati

plug-in coil in series with the aerial and
earth. The variable reaction condenser is
connected between the aerial and the
anode of the detector valve, thus utilising

would so unhesitatingly recommend as the
" Straight-line Three."
We believe that the circuit arrangement

Selectivity is not a theoretical idealit is simply a question of tuned circuits.

(0).

tirrns.

thing to be desired, if, in fact, you have
come to the conclusion that the general

the average listener, who requires the local
station and 5GB or 5XX, free from mutual
Interference and from a musical standpoint
pleasing to listen to.

coil, for example. The "X"

tapping is Made at the sixth and tenth

IF your present receiver is unselective, if

[he Strai

issue of AMATEUR WIRaESS.

The tuning is cont.
slew -motion dial,

is varied by the

en the left.
switch is shown

T

941
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Instead of an anode re sistance, a tapped- L.F. cl oke

F,CHNICAL STAFF

Three Circuit
.ar.wteristics of this receiver
selectivity above the average.
e combination of resistance=
uplings. The selectivity is
:on of the well-known tapped
sets of the season," simple
isfactory in operation.
117:+/

having a very high induc-

tance is connected, as shown,
through a .of- or .1:microfarad coupling condenser.
The usual grid leak is replaced
by an L.F. choke which has a
high inductance. The advantages of this system as
compared with R.C. coupling
are threefold : (1) Greater
overall amplification,. (2) no
possibility of "grid -choking," and, (3) very

The combination of R.C. coupling and.

As fixed resistors are used, the " on -off "
control of the filament supply is governed
by a simple filament switch.
Suitable grid bias is applied to each L.F.

dual -impedance coupling works out well in

are

small voltage drop across the anode impedance.

practice, high and low notes being reprothere is ample power to work a large loud-

quired for the construction of the set :
Ebonite or bakelite panel, LI in.. by 7 in.
by I in. kBecol, Ebonart, Raymond,
Pertinax).
Variable condenser, .0005 microfarad
(Cyldon, Burton, Formo, Ormond, Centroid). '
Reaction condenser, .00a2 microfarad
(Cyldon, Keystone, Bowyer -Lowe).
Filament. switch, push-pull type (L. & P.,
Trix, \Vearite, Lissen).Three anti-microphonic valve -holders
(Lotus, Lissen, Benjamin).
Three fixed resistors, 2 ohms (Centroid,
Keystone, Template).
One single baseboard coil -holder (Lis-

Fixed resistors are shown in each filament lead, each having a value of 2 ohms.
The value chosen depends upon the
voltage of the accumulator and the rated
working voltage of the valves in use.
If you use an accumulator with a higher
voltage than is recommended fcr the valves,

the value of resistance required can be
arrived at. by dividing the difference
between the voltage of the accumulator
and the voltage of the valve by the filament

current of the valve. Thus, to work a
.r -amp valve at i.8 volts from a 2 -volt

smaller dial
filament

the right.

terminals

Components -

Fixed Resistors

he

valve, and two G.B. provided for this purpDse.

duced in a very pleasing manner, and,
provided the specified valves are used,
speaker from the local station and 5GB.
Let us run over the remaining few points
of note in the circuit diagram.

rolled by the
and reaction

Wiring is Particularly Simple

accumulator the resistance is
divided by .f amp= 2 ohms.

1.8 volts

The following components will be re-

sen).

One .0002 fixed condenser (Dubilier,
Lissen, C.D.M.).

One .0003 fixed condenser. (Dubilier,

The grid leak and condenser for the
detector valve have the usual values-

I. ssen , C.D

a .0003=microfarad fixed condenser and a
2-megohm grid leak. A .0005-microfarad
variable condenser tunes the larger portion
of the tapped coil, and a .0002-microfarad
reaction condenser in series with the
remainder of the tapped coil and the anode
of the detector valve gives a good variation

sell, C .D

of reaction..

.an H.F. choke in series with the detector

anode and the anode resistance of
R.C. coupler is necessary, for good rcaf:tion

One. .or fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lis -

One H.F. choke (Trix, R.I. & Varley,
Lissen, \Vearite).
One resistance -capacity unit (Marconi phone, R.I. & Varley, Lissen, Dubilier).
One tapped anode impedance (Forino).

One grid impl2dance (Formo).
fixed con-

.or

denser.

Connecting

effects.

xe ire

Two H.T.H- tappings are shown, one
common to the detector valve. and first
L.F. valve, with a separate feed for the

J unit).

power valve.

by 1

(Glazie or

Ebonite strip,
12 in. by 2 in.
in. (Becol).

emaleur WLIP142-53
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easily fitted if the maker's simple instruc-

Terminals (Belling -Lee, Eastick).
Slow-motion dial (Ormond, Harlie).
Dial indicator (Bulgin).

.0002-microfarad aerial series condenser.

The two L.F. chokes and coupling conThe panel is screwed to the front edge denser comprising the " true -scale" coupler
of the baseboard and the baseboard utilised are,arranged at the left-hand side of the
Construction
for the rest of the
The panel and baseboard layouts are components. A 2 -in.
well planned, and are the result of some length o f terminal
considerable experiment; so readers are strip is screwed at the
advised to adhere to our instructions so far back of the baseboard
as possible. A full-size blueprint of the to take the aerial,
" Straight-line Three" has been prepared earth, loud - speaker,
tions are followed.

and battery terminals..
and as a clear and foolproof constructional Looking from the
aid this is strongly recommended. The full back of the set, the
list of parts required is given in these three valve - holders
are screwed in a line
pages.
On the panel are three components, behind the terminal
the .0005-microfarad variable condenser, strip, with the fixed
The Panel of the Straight-line. Three
the .0002-microfarad variable reaction con- resistors neatly.
denser, and the filament switch. The blue- arranged at the side of each holder. baseboard, and the R.C. coupler, H.F.
print can be used as a panel -drilling tem- At the extreme right-hand end of the base- choke, single -coil mount, and grid -leak
plate. The slow-motion dial chosen is board, near the aerial terminal, is the and condenser disposed as indicated.
by the AMATEUR WIRELESS draughtsmen,

PANEL I057"

BLUEPRINT
IV°A.11V60

The tapped -anode impedance for the
"true -scale" coupler is enclosed in a red

case and the grid choke in a blue case.
The coupling condenser is not secured to
the baseboard, but ,is held in position by
the stiff Glazite wires.

Wiring
Ail kirempiate
CI

To

firing up is a straightforward business,
especially if the blueprint is carefully followed, or its reduced reproduction shown
in these pages. Note that as the grid leak
is connected between the grid and L.T.±,
an insulated clip is provided for the L.T.±
grid connection. Covered Glazite wire,
stretched in the way shown last week in
the "Set.Building in Pictures" pages,

-_,

plates

Lecd

basebodid

makes a good sound job, although bare

wire, such as Junit, is quicker to work with.
BASEBOARD

/4"//0.r
4*T3

35,

:*h

CHID
,MPEDANCE"

ANODE
IMPEDANCE

H.FC11010

RC.0

/6\

AERIAL
COIL

To soil top

1

Pia
temp/ate /4.

7:

Details of Panel Drilling

There are no "snags" in the wiring
which is absolutely straightforward.

RESISTOR

RESISTOR

the plug-in coil. Carefully check over the
connections before making any reception

Ebonite

/2'x2

I

LS.--

L.S

(1

117:+2 1/.7.-+I

The Wiring Diagram of the Straight-line Three.

A

flexible lead from the earth terminal is
,connected to a Clix spade terminal, and
this is secured under the "X" terminal of

/IT- L.7:- LT+
(Blueprint available, price 1'-)

tests. Then insert a No. 6o Lissen X coil
in the single -coil mount and secure the
flexible lead under the tapping terminal as
already mentioned. In our tests a Marconi
DEH2ro was plugged into the detector
valve -holder, a Marconi DEL2ro in the
first L.F. valve -holder, and a Marconi
DEP24o in the last stage. This combination gave excellent results.
Selectivity on a ioo-ft. aerial was above
the average, and 5GB was heard at full
blast on the loud -speaker without a suspicion of 2LO's transmission.
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THE DYNAMO
WITHIN YOUR SET
But generating energy through the mediun ol chemical
action instead of mechanical motion. :hat's a LIS :3E4
BATTERY. Yielding power far your valves jolt as positive,
dust as persistent, and far more suitable than any power
you may derive from a main station supply.

A new chemical combination and a new process kno en
enly to LISSEN, now gives you battery power far radio

purposes such as you never had before, bringing you a new
power smoothness, a new volume, and a new tone clarity
which lasts-a chemical combination and a process which
generate pure D.C. current, absolutely noiseless in its fbw,.
strong and long sustained so that the most prolonged programme will never affect it. Thera is no ripple to smooth
cut, because there is no ripple in the current to begin with.
There is no moving mechanism to cause a humming sound
P nd a fluctuation in supply.

LISSEN Battery power is sate in the home, it is economical
in first cost, it requires no upkeep, it is long lasting, it cods
you shillings instead of pounds-in fact, a LISSEN BATTERS(
IN USE WILL PROVE TO YOU, AS IT HAS PROVED TO
TENS OF THOUSANDS OF OTHER USERS, THAT IF 13

81 volts (reads 65) 7,11
100 volts (read7, 103)

-

12 11

9 volts (gr;d bias)

-

16

-

THE ONLY SATISFACTORY POWER PLANE FOR YOLIA
RADIO RECEIVER.

You can obtain a IISS7.NI Battery on your way home at the
nearest ere of li),903 adio dialers

LISSEN LIMITED
16-20

FRIARS LANE

RICHMOND, SURREY
Managing Director: Thos. N. Cole

LISSENP:gcsBATTERY
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to AdvertiserS will Ensure Prompt Attention
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS

Conducted by our Technical Editor, 1. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E,

are suitable for use in a position such as audible frequencies. The total height of
THE logarithmic condenser is becoming that just outlined. Four metal valve the speaker is 20 in., whilst the flare of the
increasingly popular owing to its sockets surroimded by a covering of horn has a diameter of ro in.
When tested in our laboratories, good
obvious advantages in sets employing more insulating material are fixed to a circular

Trix Logarithmic Condenser

than one tuned circuit. It is practically base of 13/4 in. diameter. The insulation reproduction of speech and music was
impossible to match a number of induct- round the plate sockets is cploured red, so obtained, whilst a large volume could be
handled without overloading. Selling at a
ances incorporated in a set in such a way

popular price, this instrument is capable of

that each one requires an identical capacity
for tuning to various wavelengths; if how-

giving a good performance, and should
find favour. The London Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Station Road, Merton
Abbey, S.W.ro, are the makers.

ever, logarithmic tuning condensers are
employed, the irregularities may be cor-

rected by altering the position of the
various dials until they read alike when

Faradex H.T. Charger

tuned to the same wavelength.

The Trix condenser which we have

received from E. J. Lexer, of 33 Clerkenwell
Green, E.C.r, is designed in accordance
with a logarithmic law, whilst the mechani-

HE H.T. charger, which we have re
THEfor test from Rooli.c Bros., Ltd.

of 55 Cardington Street, Euston, N.W.r,

Lisenin Valve -holder

that the action of inserting a valve in the employ's a non -corrosive and non-poisonous
cal strength is ample, without employing holder is facilitated. Four neat nickel - electrolyte; the electrodes do not corrode,
plated terminals are mounted close beside
each socket. 'Various types of valves were
found to fit easily, yet securely, into the
holder. The component is well finished.

Orphean Gem. Loud -speaker
THE Orphean Gem loud -speaker

is

the small brother of the Orphean

Senior loud -speaker which has already been
reviewed in these columns.
The magnet unit is of the standard two -

pole type, and is housed in a neat brown
Trix Logarithmic Condenser

excess of metal in the frame. One of the

moulded casing standing on four supports;

thick rubber pads fixed to the end of the

Faradex H.T. Charger

most noticeable features of the design is the
smoothness of motion which is attained by

and in consequence the reliability of the
charger is considerably increased, while
should the instrument become Madvert-

Good electrical contact is assured by the

ently upset, no damage will result.
The charger consists of four- glass cells
filled With a special electrolyte into which

the use of a special lubricated washer.

provision of a copper pigtail while the

moving plates are connected to the frame
in order to lessen hand -capacity effects.
Measurements showed that the capacity
range extended from .000022 to .000527
microfarad and that the logarithmic law

four pairs of metal electrodes clip. An
ebonite disc fits over the mouth of the
cells and a perforated metal cylinder forms

an outside casing. Two leads from the
instrument terminate in a plug for connecting to A.C. mains and a socket into which

was correct when clue allowance was made

for the usual stray capacities in circuit.

a regulating lamp is placed. A pair of red
and black leads are provided for connecting

Lisenin Valve -holder
HUNG valve -holders are not always

to the H.T. battery. H.T. batteries up to
120 volts can be charged at a rate which

" necessary for use with thermionic
valves. There are, indeed, occasions when

varies according to the powd consumption

a rigid valve -holder is preferable, as in
wavemeters and other precision instruOrphean Gem Loud -speaker
ments. Apart from this, the expense of
vibratory holders is unnecessary from the supports serve to insulate the speaker from
antiphonic point of view in certain posi- external vibrations, and also prevent

of the lamp and the voltage of the A.C.
mains. For example, the charging rate on
a 6o -volt H.T. accumulator, working off
220 -volt A.C. mains, varies from 40 to
13o milliamps, with a lamp having a power
Consumption of 20 to 6o watts. Tests made

tions, such as H.F. amplifying or oscillating damage in the form of scratches to articles on this charger in our laboratories convalves.
of furniture on which the speaker may be firmed the figures given above and showed

The Lisenin valve -holders sent in for
test by the Lisenin Wireless Co, of C4nnaught House, IA Edgware Road, Marble
Arch, W.2, are of the rigid variety, and

placed. Although the magnet unit is fairly
small, a horn of relatively large dimensions
is fitted, and in consequence the speaker
will respond to a fairly extensive range of__

that the overall rectifying efficiency exceeded 6o per cent.; thus the charger is
particularly economical in use, and should
give long- service.
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The illustration shows a simple but
really effective loud -speaker hornthat can be covered with fancy paper
or painted so as to resemble a factory

article-made for a ,few pence by
following the easy directions supplied

with every Lissenola' Loud Speaking
Unit, a Lissen product
yielding results equal to the most
expensive instrument on

the market and sold at 13/6
the record low price of ...

A powerful loud - speaker
that costs less than headphones
Hardly credible-but true. For less than the
price of a pair of 'phones you can buy the
Lissenola ' Loud Speaking Unit that only
powerful, full-sized

a cone or any other diaphragm working on the
reed principle can be quickly made and fitted,
yielding results equal to an expensive speaker.
By removing the sound -box and substituting
the Lissenola ' Unit, any gramophone can
instantly be converted into a loud -speaker.

Any good horn will do. If you have a spare
one in the house from a gramophone or a loudspeaker it will serve admirably. If not, there
are directions with every Lissenola ' Loud
Speaking Unit and full-sized patterns, telling
you how to make a simple but attractive and

Make this test. Go to your nearest dealer
and ask him to put on the most expensive
loud -speaker in his stock. Then put the same
horn on the ' Lissenola ' Unit-keep the input
voltage the same no matter how high-and

needs the addition of a horn to make it a
instrument, equal in
volume, purity, and tone to the most costly on
the market.
The complete Unit with
'Lissenola' Reed attached

ready to receive a cone

-or

any

other

dia-

phragm working on the
re 'd principle.

The
Lissenola' Reed
attachment (patent pending). Price

really efficient horn for a few pence. Or, by
using the Lissenola ' Reed (price is. extra),

see if you can notice any difference.

Take no imitations. If an imitation is offered to you cent.; firmly away and send dir:ct tc
factory-no postage charged, but please mention dealer's name and address.

'1. issen-

horn are given

A cone diaphragm
loud -speaker can easily be constructed.

The
cla*

instantly

The
Lisseuola
Need Attachment
(pat. pending) for

' Lissenola.'

shows one method

into a loud-

diaphragm loud-

Full

directions

for making this

with every

The illustration

converts any
gramophone

of mounting.

speaker.

use with cone

speaker.

Price I;-.

ft(/'
.
Showing method of at-

Reed to the
taching
' Lissenola' Loud Specge-

iiig Unit.

LISSEN LIMITED, LISSENIUM WORKS, 16-20, FRIARS LANE,
Managing Director : T. N. COLE
Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

RICHMOND,

SURREY
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address. See announcement below

Capacity Aerial.
,
Q.-What is meant by receiving on a"capacity

aerial "?-G. L. (Eltham).
A.-This really means receiving without any

aerial at all. It is a term sometimes used

when signals are being picked up. on the tuning

coils of the set with the ordinary aerial disconnected.-G. N.
Loud -speaker Extension.

remaining loud -speaker terminal is earthed.

Finding Earthed Main.

0

and I want to know whether the positive or the
negative side is earthed. HoW can I find this
out?-D. N. (Manchester).

0

When Asking
Technical Queries

loud -speaker at a distance from a wireless set and

yet use only one lead between the set and the
loud -speaker.

Can you tell me how this may be

done?-E. C. (Elstree).
A.-This is done by using an " earth return."

An L.F. choke coil is connected across the L.S.

terminals of the set and one end of the single
extension lead is connected, through a large capacity fixed condenser to that loud -speaker
terminal on the set which is Mternally con-

nected to the plate of the last valve. The
other end of the extension lead goes to one

A.-First you must determine the polarity
of the mains. That is, you must find out
which is the positive main and which the
negative. You can do this either by using a

.

" polarity indicator " or by applying the wellknown test with dilute acid. This latter con-

PLEASE Write briefly

Q.-I understand that it is possible to work a

sists in immersing the bared end of the two
mains in slightly .acidulated water. Bubbles
will then be seen to rise from the negative
main. You should then try the effect of connecting a lamp rated at the mains voltage
between each of the leads in, turn and your

and to the point
A Fee of One Shilling (postal order or
postage stamps) must accompany each_
question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will be
found on the last page.

wireless earth (the latter, of course, should be a
really good earth). If the lamp lights when
connected between the positive main and earth
then the negative main is earthed. Similarly
if the lamp lights when connected between the

Rough sketches and circuit diagrams can

be provided, but it will be necessary to
charge a special fee (which will be
quoted upon request) for detail layouts
and designs.

of the terminals on the loud -speaker and the

Q.-My house electric light supply is D.C.

El

negative main and earth it indicates that the
positive main is earthed.-N. F.
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(Continued from page 938)
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And there is worse to follow. Trans- able capacity, and a leak of suitable reall we have to do to obtain efficient note
magnification is to use transformers formers have very large fields which caus3 sistance choke capacity coupling will give

containing a large amount of wire on interaction to take place between them practically distortionless reproduction over
their primaries and a much greater amount even if they are screened. This leads to the whole range of audible frequencies.
There remains resistance -capacity coupupon their secondaries. Unfortunately, certain low -frequency reaction effects
however, certain practical considerations which are apt to produce a very un- ling. The biggest advantage of this method
step in. The size of the secondary of any pleasant form of instability. My own is that it does give an almost equal response transformer is definitely limited. If we view is that if real quality is desired, to all audio frequencies:
give it more than a certain number of one transformer -coupled note -magnifying
Now supposing that we use a ioo,000ohm resistance in the plate circuit of a
turns, two things happen ; the self - stage is all that should be employed.
power valve whose own plate -filament
capacity becomes so great that the
resistance is but 5,000 ohms, we are faced
efficiency of the transformer is much Choke Capacity
Yet another objection to the use of with a serious high-tension problem. The
reduced, and, further, the instrument
becomes so bulky that there is no room for transformers is that owing to their step-up total resistance in the circuit is 505,000
it in the ordinary receiving set. We can effect, two of them, when a strong signal is ohms. If, therefore, we apply 5o5 volts

coming in, give rise to such big voltage from a high-tension battery, there will be
changes that the valve in the last holder is a potential drop of roo volts across the
almost sure to be overloaded even if it is of resistance, and of 5 volts only between
the plate and filament of the valve. To
the small -power type.
Choke -capacity coupling has only one obtain a steady plate potential in the
serious disadvantage : it is not so efficient, neighbourhood of roo volts we should restage for stage, as that provided by trans- quire to use a high-tension battery of
one of low impedance.
And there are other very serious objec- formers. Against this we must set several enormous size. Luckily there are on the
therefore obtain a big step-up ratio only
at the expense of turns upon the primary
coil. Hence when a transformer with a
re -to -r ratio is made, its primary impedance must be small, and it will give
poor results with any preceding valve but
tions to accomplishing note magnification
entirely by means of transformers. It has
so far not been found possible to make a
transformer that will respond equally well
to all the frequencies corresponding to the
piano scale ; only the most careful design
can make it anything but hopelessly inefficient as regards the frequencies corres-

very important advantages : chokes are not market quite a number of high -impedance
so liable to produce low -frequency reaction valves with a large magnification factor

effects as are transformers ; the average
well -designed choke can deal faithfully
with a bigger range of frequencies than
the transformer ; since there is no secondary to be considered the impedance of a

with which resistance -capacity coupling
can be used satisfactorily.
To sum up, I would recommend for
two stages of note amplification that the
second should be transformer coupled, the

choke can be made very big ; and last, but very best obtainable transformer being
sponding to notes below the middle C. by no means least, a first-rate choke costs used. The first should be either resistance -capacity or choke -capacity according
The use of transformer coupling is there- -considerably less than a transformer.
Provided that you use a choke of suit- to whether the rectifying valve is of the
fore liable to lead to a suppression of the
able impedance, a grid condenser of suit- high or low -impedance type.
lower notes.
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pleasure in announcing that the price
Weofhave
the B.T.H. Type C2 Loud Speaker has

been reduced from £3 0.:0. to

gVal

I0

age

ker itself will : emain unchanged and will still
re, as it has been in the past, the finest instrument

Give a B.T.H. Loud Speaker this
d you give a present that is sure to please.
id class.

ye price is applicable

ie

great Britain and Northern Leland cnly.

DUZSTIZER
nson-Houston Co., Ltd,

ar Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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YOU

£35 Cash
Competition
Open to Every Reader

BEFORE XMAS

Which is Your Favourite Circuit ?

HAVE TIME
TO BUILD THE

MELODY

MAKER

AND JOIN THE TENS OF THOUSANDS
WHO ARE NOW REALISING FOR THE
FIRST TIME WHAT WIRELESS REALLY
IS-AND THE JOY OF BUILDING YOUR

OWN SET. YOU CAN BUILD THE
MELODY MAKER ON YOUR KITCHEN
TABLE, IN 3 TO 4 -HOURS, USING THE
COMPONENTS SPECIFIED, WITH THE
AID OF ORDINARY HOUSEHOLD

TOOLS AND WITHOUT SOLDERING,

THE BUGBEAR OF THE NOVICE.

LOSEMilk
PRE-SET
RESISTOR
(REGISTERED DESIGN)
I

PRICE

=trI

PRICE

1/9 each

1/9 each

Postage 2d.

Postage 2d.

PRIZES
:
Fourth Prize

}list Prize - £20
Second

-

Third

£5
£4

To the right is a list of twelve
popular sets or circuits. We invite
you to tell us which among them
are your favourites. To encourage
you to take the little trouble

necessary we are offering some
splendid money prizes.

All you have to do is to select
what you consider to be the six

best sets or circuits and insert

them in the special coupon given

on this page in what you think
to be their order of merit or popularity. With our readers' votes in

hand, we shall be able to determine which set has the honour of

first place and in what order of
popularity the rest should come;
then, in due course, we shall be
able to give readers the advantage
of our information.

Readers whose lists agree, or

nearly agree, with the
majority result will win the prizes.
most

SPECIFIED BY THE DESIGNER, IS
MADE IN RESISTANCES TO SUIT
ALL VALVES. FIVE OHMS (MAXIMUM)
IS SUITABLE FOR ALL

COSSOR VALVES
COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Coils wound to specification 7/6 each
Formers only
...
... 2.6

Postage 4d. extra.

POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS

All entries to be written IN INK on the special
coupon printed on this page.

Competitors may submit more than one coupon,
but will not be awarded more than one prize.

The ends of the leads are so gripped that
they cannot possibly come adrift. Pressure
is so distributed that a break is practically
impossible. (See illustration.) Further, the

In the event of two or more competitors tying
for place, the Editor will decide as to the next

ought to behave when fitted with Lisenin
Positive Grip Terminals, as used in

"RADIO for the MILLION "
"Amateur Wireless " and " Wireless

We shall not be responsible for entries Jost or
mislaid.

Plugs and sockets, with two
nuts and indication disc... 4%d.
4d.
Spade Ends ...
2d.
...
Wander Plugs
Obtainable of your dealers If he cannot

No employee of Bernard Jones' Publications,
Limited (the proprietors of AMATEUR WIRELESS),
may compete.

THE LISENIN WIRELESS CO.
245: 85

We bind ourselves to present prizes to a minimum

total value of 05

World " Sets. Follow the lead of experts,

supply give us his name, but refuse substitutes

Fat. No

step.

1, EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2
Phone: PADDINGTON 2734.

The names and addresses of prize -winners will be
announced in AMATEUR WIRELESS early in the
New Year.

The closing date for entries is December 31,
1927.

-
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one transformer -coupled L.F. valve.
refleXed valve, crystal
tector, and one L.F. valve.

B2-valver.-One

£2

de-

3-valver.-Deteclor, using anode -bend rectifiI, cation, followed by two stages of resistance capacity -coupled L.F.

D3-valver.-High-frequency valve, neutralised ;

plug-in coils, by a detector valve and transformer -coupled L.F. valve.

E3-valver.-Detector valve with reaction, followed by two transformer -coupled valves with
switch to cut out last L.F. valve.
C 3-valver.-Detector with Reinartz reaction,
followed by one resistance -coupled L.F. stage
and one transformer -coupled L.F. stage.
4-valuer.-High-frequency valve neutralised,
plug - in coils, detector followed by two

transformer -coupled L.F. valves.
HH4-valver.-High-frequency valve, neutralised,

detector with reaction, followed by one resistance -coupled stage and one transiormEr stage
of L.F.

4-valves.-Two high -frequency valves, neutralised, detector followed
coupled L.F

by

transformer -

4-valver.-Three high -frequency valves and

4, detector.

K5-valver.--Two high -frequency valves, neutralised, detector followed by two stages of L.F.

I 5-valver.--Two high -frequency valves

and

0. detector, neutralised and screened with single

control; followed by one resistance -coupled L.Y.
and one transformer -coupled

RULES
decision as final and as legally binding.

99

A 2-valuer.-Detector with reaction, followed by

TO BE MOST CAREFULLY OBSERVED
Every competitor agrees to accept the Editor's

ARE ABSOLUTELY IDEAL

ragged ends of the flex covering are covered
up, and one's leads look and behave as they

Fifth
Sixth

£3
'.
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Buy G.E.C.

Electrical
Christmas
Gifts

Cat. No.

lsof
NCells
'

Actual
Capacity

amps.

amps.-hrs.

Rate

0 6274
0 625
0 626
0 632
0 633
0 639
0 640

1 Cell

The " GEEKO " Low Tension Accumulator, like all G.E.C. products,

Maximum
Charge
and
Discharge

2

2 -volt

3

2 Cells
4 -volt
3 Cells
6 -volt

2
3
2
3

20
30
40
20
30
20
30

PRICE
each
£

is thoroughly .reliable and guaranteed

to give long and perfect service.

c.

d.

Each 2 -volt tell is easily removed

11

6

for inspection or renewal. The con-

13

6

16

0
6
0

1

2

1

7

13
2 0
1

6

6

tainer is of thick transparent celluloid fitted with non -spilling vents.
Ample space is provided below the
plates for the collection of sediment.
Non -corrosive terminals are fitted.

RADIO ACCUMULATORS
MADE IN ENGLAND
tdrt. of The General Eledric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, IV .Cs;

molt, lir Wiree.$)
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QA la\ CAST TELEPHONY

I)

(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths).
Power
KiloStaticn and
Power
Kilo- Station and
Kw.
Kw,
Metres rycl2s Call Sign
Metres cycles Call Sign
Kilo- Station and
Power
ITALY
Montpellier
252.1 1,190
Metres cycles Call Siga
Kw.
3-0
4.o
317
946 Milan (Milano)
260
1,15b Toulouse-Py24
Chelmsford
333.3
9/0 Naples (Napoli) 2.5
renees (PTT) 0.5
(5SW) 20.0
'
666 Rome (Roma)
268
Strasbourg
3.0
252.1 1,190 *Bradford (2LS) 0.2
450
7.0
(8GF) .15
Milan
272.7 1,100 *Sheffield (6FL) 0.2
545.6 Ego
275.2 2,090 *Nottingham
273
2,09.5 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
IRISH FREE STATE Grenoble
(Poste
1,079
(5NG) 0'2
278
940 Dublin (2RN)
319.1
1.5
des Alpes,PTT) 2.5
277.8 r,o8o *Leeds (21 S)
0.2
z.5
75o Cork (5C K)
400
279
2,075 . Bordeaux (PTT) 2.0
288.5 2,040 *Edinburgh
NORWAY
287 z,o5o Lille (Poste du
(2EH) 0.2
2.0
370.4 810 Bergen
Nord, PTT) 0.7
294.1 1,020 *Stoke-on-Trent
0.7
709 Notodden
423
1.5
291.3 7,030 Radio Lyon
(5ST) 0.2
434.8 691 Fredriksstad
Rennes
0.5
294.1 2,020 *Swansea (5SX) 0.2
2c4'.1 1,021
1.5
448
67o Kjukan
297
1,070 Radio Agen
0.5
294.1 7,020 *Dundee (2D11) 0.2
1.5
461.5 6.5o Oslo
993 Radio Vitus
0.2
302
294.1 1,020 *Hull (6KH)
POLAND
(Paris) 1.0
297 1,010 *Liverpool (6LV) 0.2
87o
Posen
(Poznan)
1.5
344.8
309
970 Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
1.5
306.1 980 Belfast (2BE)
12
711 CattowitZ
422
88o Le Petit Parisien,
312.5 96o Newcastle (5140) 2.5
340.9
2.5
566
530 Cracow
Paris
0.5
Boumemout
h
326.1 920
2,111
270 Warsaw
370
8rr Radio LL, Paris o.5
(613211) 1.5
(Varschava) 10.0
391
767 Toulouse
353
85o Cardiff (5WA)
1.5
RUMANIA
(Radio) 3.o
362.4
830 London (2L0)
3.0
5.o
1,600
187.4 Bucharest
384.6
780 Manchester
759 Mont de Marsan 0.3
400.
RUSSIA
655 Paris (Ecole
458
(22Y) 2.0
4.0
223.9 1,349 Leninad
.o
Sup
(PTT).PTT)
.,
3
750
*Plymouth
(SPY)
0.5
400
444 Moscowgr (Popoff) 10.0
675
2.0
1.2
624 Lyons
740 Glasgow (5SC)
480
405.4
20.0
1,000
300 Leningrad
1,750
771
Radio
Paris
Daventry
EX
491.8
6.to
209 Moscow 1,4.50
(CFR) 3.0
(5GB)
20
(Moskva) 40.0
2,650
173 Eiffel Tower
500
6o6 Aberdeen (2BD) 1.5
1,700
176
Kharkov
4.0
(FL) 8.o
1,604
287 **Daventry
SPAIN
(5XX) 25.0
GERMANY
310
0.7
967 Oviedo
* Relay stations. **Relays 2LO.
236.2 1,270 Stettin
.75
920
Almeria (EAD 8) 1.0
326
1.5
241.9 1,240 Muenster
AUSTRIA
335
895
San Sebastian
0.7
250 1,200 Gleiwitz
272.7 1,100 Klagenfurt
2.5
(EAJ82)
252.1 1,190 Bremen
75
294.1 1,020 Innsbruck
0.5
895 Cartagena
335
Kiel
0.7
1,172
256
84)
Graz
0:5
357.1
(EAJ16)
o5
272.7 .r,.1 co Danzig
75
580 Vienna
517.2
174 Barcelona
343 2
0.7
272.7 .T,/ 06 Cassel
(Rosenhuegel) 5.o
(EAD)
21
0.7
275.2 1,090 Dresden
577
520 Vienna (Wien)
.75
357
75o Seville (EA J27)
2
2.5
Dortmund
283
1,o6o
BELGIUM
ec4
.373
Madrid
(EAJ7)
0.7
1,010 Hanover
297
o8.5
55o Brussels (Radio750 Madrid (Radio
400
Nuremberg
303
990
4.0
13elgique) 1.5
octAE3A9,12)
a
22.6 930 Breslau
4.0
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
750 Bilbao
400
910 Koenigsberg
329.7
750
263.2 7,140 Bratislava
0.5
400
Cadiz
(EA
J3)
55o
w
365.8
82o Leipzig
4.0
741 Salamanca
348.9 86o Prague (Praha) 5.o
405
790 Stuttgart
379.7
4.0
68o Bruno (Brno)
25
(EAJ22) 55o W.
441.2
4.0
394.7
760 Hamburg
2,870
16., Kosice
725 Bilbao (Radio
5.o
413
Aachen
0.75
400
750
DENMARK
Vizcaya,
EAJ t)
428.6
700 Frankfort -Main 4.0
337
890 Copenhagen
500 W.
25.o
638 Langenberg
470
690
Seville
(EAJ3)
(1{jobenhavn) 2.0
2.c
434.8
62o Berlin
433.9
260 Kalundborg
1,253.8
7.o
649 Barcelona
462
56o Munich
4.0
535

GREAT BRITAIN

-

A

PEERLESS
COMPONENT
THE PEERLESS NEUTRODYNE
CONDENSER
This component is neat in design
and robust in construction. Rotation of an ebonite knob causes a
circular brass plate to move towards
or away from a fixed circular brass
plate attached to a disc of insulating

material. Contact between the two
plates is prevented by means of a
thin insulated disc placed between

The fixed plate is attached to the
centre of an insulated washer, the
latter being held in position by a
neat metal case which encloses the

plates. A metal sleeve is attached
to the case and in conjunction with
a nut provides a means of fixing the
component to the panel after drilling a single hole.
On, test the minimum capacity was

found to be 3 micro-microfarads,
while the maximum capacity was
22 micro-microfarads.- This is a
satisfactory range of capacities for

neutralising all types of receiving
valves.
PANEL MOUNTING -

-

-

BASEBOARD MOUNTING

2/6
3/ -

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL

AND RADIO CO., LTD.

22 Campbell Road, BEDFORD
LONDON:

2/ Bartlett's Buildings
Holborn Circus, E.C.4

ESTHONIA

.4o8

GLASGOW:

223 St. Vincent Street
C.2

735

Revel

(Tallinn). 2.2

FINLAND

375

2,423
37
65

them.

-

25o
200

8co

Ilelsingfors
(Helsinki) 1.2

- Lahtis (under

238.2 1,260

Beziers

523
240

2,roo

166

1.5

75
reiburg
Koenigswusterhausen 8.o

566

A V) 5.o

1,320

HOLLAND
Hilversum
(ANRO) 5.o

411

NordAeich

,

construction) 5.o
FRANCE
8,ro8 Vitus (Pari-)
2.0
4,60o Radio LL (Paris) 1.0
1,899
1,590

,566
573.8
1,250

o.6

Biarritz
(Cote-d'Argen0 .25
Bordeaux (Radio
Sud-0,iest) 1.5

1,o6o

283

2,841

163

Huizen (r,95o ru.

7,95o

154

Schevenirigen-

after 5.40 p.m.) 5.o

454.5

£13

395

7.0

271.

.

2.5
540

Buda pesth

Lis()

WIRELESS IN PARLIAMENT
THE Postmaster -General informed Mr.

3.0

1,804

Motaia

227

(SASA) 125'

SWITZERLAND 730 Berne
5 ro Zurich
441 Lausanne

68o
1,100

HUNGARY
555.6

(EAJt3) 2
Saragossa ... 560 w.
SWEDEN
C60 Stockholm

530

254
161

Geneva
Basle

40
1.5
o.s

o.6
0.5

0.25

TURKEY

.Stamboul
Angora

2

GOODMAN'S LOUD -SPEAKER
UNITS

DESIGNED expressly for working large
O. Nicholson that the 'total capital
the Goodman's doublecost up to March 31 last of the Rugby actingdiaphragms,
reed
unit,
which
has recently been
wireless station, including site, buildings,
forms an admirable basis for
and telegraph and telephone plant, was introduced,
approximately f.,49o,000. The telegraph a home -constructed cone loud -speaker.
The price at 27s. 6d. cannot be conservices conducted at the station were only

in an early stage of development, and the
telephone services had not yet been running for a complete year. It was, therefore,'
difficult either to give accurate figures or
to draw deductions from estimates. With
that reservation, he estimated the present
annual expenditure, including interest,
depreciation, and amortisation and capital,
at about L123,000, and the annual revenue
at about L57,000.

sidered excessive, in view of the excellent
workmanship and design of the unit. But

for those who desire a cheaper model a
good single -reed unit is available at 14s. 6d.

This will handle sufficient power to work
a cone speaker at good volume. A specially
designed cone loud -speaker incorporating
one of these units will be described shortly
in AMATEUR WIRELESS.

Readers who take more' than a passing
interest in coil -driven cone loud -speakers

will be interested to learn that Messrs.
There are zo stations in Argentina, of
which 13 are in the city of Buenos Aires.
Brazil has

Goodman's are marketing all the parts.

We see that one lecturer is including in

stations, Chile 9 and his series on wireless a talk on "Listening
Uruguay 4. There are 18 stations in to a Wireless Set." He evidently knows
Mexico, and 63 in Canada.
his business I
13
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A

HRISTMAS GIFT
that will appeal to your friends
THE

RRANTI

TRICKLE CHARGER
(Incorporating the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier)

for charging L.T. Accumulators AT HOME
from the Alternating Current Mains.

NO VALVES TO BURN OUT
NO CHEMICALS TO RENEW
SIMPLE & SAFE IN OPERATION

BUY A FERRANTI
TRICKLE CHARGER
and do away with the expense, trouble
and incolL enience of sending your L.T.
accumulator to be charged.

Order one from your dealer to -day
Delivery from stock.

FERRANTI
TRANSFORMERS FOR
PUSH-PULL AMPLIFICATION
The following combination can be
supplied from stock :
AUDIO STAGE, Type AF4c Price 19 OUTPUT STAGE, Type OP6c : Price 18
Ratio 1

1)

Write for list Wa41?

FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD

WIEN111111111k.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

LANCASHIRE
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muretir Wire'Jaz!,

" THE. 'SUPER' CRYSTAL
RECEIVER"

BLUEPRINTS

(Continued from page 928)
\ \\A-01'009'

tot S

One-valver for Frame Aerial ...
One -valve Alf -wave Reinartz...
All -in -all One -salver

At the end of a further teR turns a, second
loop is made, and at the thirtieth turn the
third loop,. NO further tappings are made
and the remaining thirty turns are continued
until the total. sixty turns are' wound on.
The coil is secured to the baseboard by
screwing- a strip of wood inside one end of
the coil former and then screwing the strip

to the baseboard with a screw passed
through the centre of the strip.

Wire up. with Glazite or Junit wire as
indicated in the diagrams and photographs,
and carefully check over the connections.
When testing on actual reception, carefully

adjust the crystal detector until loudest
results are 'obtained, and -then leave well
alone, as far as the detector Is concerned.
We were fully satisfied with the volume
and clarity of the .reception of 2L0 at a

An Ideal Christmas Gift
A receiver such as this is inexpensive to

No. 44

!till;

rcc59

rc\,at-v

The IDEAL CONE

LOUD SPEAKER

The driving unit of this fine cone
spa ker is the Ideal Sour Pole Balanced Armature Driving Unit. TIla
unit finally t
distortion
and false resonances and gives full,

Lam ont°. and loud reproduction

of music, tong and speech and

can cope with the highest energies.
Very aft:active m appearance. Can
be used as a wall or table spealwr..

only

22-2
COMPLETE

The Ideal Four Pole

Balanced Armature Unit
There Is no better driving unit for the basis -of a

cone type lourbspeaker than the Ideal patent

Balanced Armature_ Unit.. Special steel is used
for the magnet. This enables a very powerful

flux to be obtained, making the unit extremely
sensitive. The armature Is carefully damped to
obviate all resonances liable to distort reception.

only '
UMW

Gives pure and powerful signals.

and would make an admirable

Christmas gift to someone who lives near
a B.B.C. station and has facilities for the
erection of a reasonably efficient aerial earth system.

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE WEEK
LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
Dcc. 18 Symphony concert conducted by John Barbirolli
Pouishnoff (pianoforte).

19

20

at

The Sh4ti a play in three acts by St. John
Ervine.
Nativity play relayed from St. Hilary's Church,
Marazion.

Neaetto, an opera in three acts by Verdi.

Carillon of carols. Bizet programme.
Hansel and Gretel.
Mrs. Buggies, alias' Mabel Constanduros, gives
a Christmas party.
DAVENTRY (5GB)
Dec. 18 Chamber music.
19 Haydn and Mozart music.
20 Rigoletto, an opera in three acts by Verdi.
al Carol concert by the Gloucester Cathedral
Choristers.
22 Military band concert.

A Dickens dream fantasy by Stanley West.
BOURNEMOUTH
Dec. i9 On the Wings of Song.
23

CARDIFF

20
22

Moonshine, a play in one act by Laurence
Housman.

programme.

.

Hall.

labelled

C.D.M. COMPONENTS

HE.ID OFFICE: 904.206, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.1
MANCHESTER OFFICE: 180, Princess Street. Tel. City 3369

F. A. HUGHES & CO. LTD.

N the list of components of the " Alt wave Two," which was described in the
December 3, issue-, among the makers of
the .0003 fixed condenser used C.D.N was
printed. This, of course, should have been
C.D.M. the well-known manufacturers.
A.

Girdle Two* /
Centre -tap Two
Mains -fed Two
Three -option Two
The Raver Two ...
British Broadcast Two
General Purpose Two ...

3

2

3

1

0
0

1

0

A.W. 28
A.W. 3r
A.W. 34

0
0
0

1
1

0
0
0

1

3

1
1

0
0

10
1

0
0

1

_0

It

1
1

0
0

1

0

1
1
1

Shielded Searcher
Wall, 8
Victory Three
9
Regulator Three
.
A.W.12
Iii -m u R.C. Three*
V.M. 9
M.C.3 Star
...
A.W. 26
Wave -catcher Three
W.M. 19
Excelsior Three
A.W. 20
Split -primary Three
A.W. f.
Lighthouse Three
Purity Three -salver
A.W.4W. 33
A Modern Tuned -anode
A.W. 33
Tetrode Three for Shielded Valves ... A.\V. 36
Alternative -programme Three
A.W. 38
A "Mains" Three -salver
W.81, 34
Screened -grid Three ...
W.11. at
"Simpler Wireless" All -iron, -the Mains Receiver
...
A.W. 41
"Simpler Wireless" SpecialThree-valver A.W. 4 t
"Home Station" Three
A.W. 45

.

1

2
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

3

0
0
0
0

1 (
10)

1

0

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

1

'0

1

1

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1

0
0

1

A AV. 48

Five -guinea Three
...
Dominions Short-wave Three

0

1
1

_
.
A.W. 59
The " Yule " Two
THREE.VALVE SETS
One -knob Three
Continental Three
...
W.M. 7

The "Economy" Three

1

1
1

W.141. 23

A.W. 57

All -wave Two

0

23

W.M. 3o
A.W. 42
W.M. 37
A.W. 5 ,
A.W. 53
W.M. 44
A.W. 55

1

... W.M. 29:
_ Walt. m
...
Short-wave Three
A.W. 5o
The Ether Searcher Three
-.
A.W. 52
Three Continent Three
A.W. 54.
Tuned -anode Three for the Mains (D.C.) W.M. 43
The Standard 'three ...
A.W. 56
Straight-line Three
A.W. 6o

1

1

0

0

1
1

0
0

A Tuned -anode Three-four
Concord Three-four ...

A.W. 49
Wall. 45

1

6
6

Paradyne Four

\V.lI.

2

A.W.

8

1
1

6
6

1

6

1

6
6

FOUR -VALVE SETS

Household Four
DX Four
Revelation Four
Auto -selector Four ...
" AM."' Gramo
...
All-purpose Four
All -wave Roberts Four

of "A.W."

C.T. Four

...

1927 Five
...
Two-volter's Five
Individual Five
Exhibition Five
Phamix Five

A.W. i7
A.W. r3
W.M. 24
W.M. 35

and

-

_

1

A.W. 4o
... A. \V. 43

copy

- A.W. 58

...

CRYSTAL SETS

Crystal' Set for the R.C. Enthusiast ...
Fonotrol Crystal Set
Crystal Set
Two -programme Crystal Set ...
Alternative -programme Crystal Set ...
.

Half -Hour Crystal Set

6
6
6
6

W. \1. 3r

1

6

V. NI. 22

1

6

1
1

0
0

\V. \l. to

1

Range Extender (H.F. Amplifying Unit) W.M. 38

Springtime Portable (lwo-valver)
Countryside Four
...
Motorists' Portable Four-valver
M.C. Three Portable ...
Handy Three ...
Holiday Portable (three-valvet)
Club Portable (three-valser)

1
1

6

W. M. 46
W.Nl. 32

PORTABLE SETS

6

1

...

AMPLIFIERS

1
1

1

SEVEN -VALVE SETS

..
All -broadcast Amplifier
Two -valve D.C. Mains Amplifier
Gramophone Amplifier

6

W.\l. 42

33

_

6
6

1

04

47

SIX -VALVE SETS

1

1

FIVE.,VALVE SETS
WAL 6
...
W.M. ir

Heigh -Ho the Holly, an orchestral and vocal

Lewis's Fund for the Aberdeen Joint Hospitals Scheme.
as Humorous Scottish programme.
BELFAST
Dec. 19 Orchestral concert relayed from the Grosvenor

BLUE SPOT

it

A.W. r.9
W.M. 20
A.W. 21
A.W. 23

.

Remote -control Two
One -dial Two ...
Empire Short-wave Two
Screened -trap Two
...

Simpladyne Seven (Super -het.)

MANCHESTER
Rigcletto, an opera in three acts by Verdi.
NEWCASTLE
Dec. 22 A concert performance of La Fine de Madame
Angst (Lecocq).
GLASGOW
Dec. 24 A Dickens Christmas programme.
ABERDEEN
Dec. t8 Orchestral concert in aid of Lord Provost

-and they're

Reinartz Two _

5

AA: \WV:9

All-wave Two -salver
Loftin -White Two'

Nomad Six

2t

A.W.

0
0
0
0

1
1

1

Two -salver, embodying E.L t Valves
One -control Two
...
Wide -world Sho;t-wave Two ...

The Super Six in Christmas Crackers.
Cymanfa Gans. Carol singing of ,the Silent
Fello;vship.

24

1

THREE.FOUR-VALVE SETS

22
23
24

Dec. 19

1

WE. 5

All Broadcast TWO
Safeguard Two

..

distance of some eight miles.

build

Hartley DX One-valver
Alpha One*
Reinartz Plug-in One -salver
TWO -VALVE SETS

1
1

A.W. z
A.W. 13
A.W. 27
W.M. 26
A.W. 46

"Next -step" Receiver...

Wiring and Testing

MODEL

s. d.

ONE-VALVE SETS
W.M. 4

wire anchored. Ten turns are then wound
on and a tapping made 6y looping the wire.
Ge

Full-size Blueprint., each one being a
photographic cont.ct print, from the

draughtsman's original design, and pro.
&teed on stout paper, ore now available of the following
oa
seta.
Post

W.M. 12
W.M. 17

A.W. 14
A.W. 22
W. NI. 27

A.W. 32
A.W. 3o

at

W.M. 18
25

MISCELLANEOUS

0

1

0

1

6

1

6

1
1

0
0

1
1

0

06
06
06
06
06

W.M. 13

AAV. 39
W.
W.M.
z8

0

1

r 0

6

,

Loud -speaker Tone Controlie Filter Unit* WS. x
23
Heterodyne Wavemeter
A.W. 7
F0
Made -to -measure Wive -trap ...
x9
06
New Current Supply Idea
...
A.W. 26
1 0
DX One -valve Unit ...
A.W. 37
1
0
Volume Control Unit
W.I. 4o
Battey Eliminator for A.C. Mains
4t
1
With a copy of 1% irel-s3 Magazine" complete.
.

Send a Postal Order to -day AMATEUR WIRELESS .5861
to

11111EPRINT SERVICE

06

Fetter Lane
Loaden,E.C,4
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Circuits for You to Try "
(Continued from page 937)

high, a value of 7o,000 ohms being satisfactory in which case the capaCity C7 should
and preferably rather higher ;
be at least

while a grid leak of about 2 megohms will
Resistance coupling is employed
because the use of anode -bend rectification
suffice.

tends to increase the impedance of the
detector valve considerably, and if the first
L.F. is made a transformer -coupled stage,
there is likely to be difficulty with the quality.

The circuit shown by Fig. 3 is novel.
The first tuned circuit is connected, not
across the grid and filament of the first
valve as is usual,, but across the grid and
anode. The top end of the coil is not connected directly to the anode, but through a

condenser C2 in series with the coil L5.
The purpose of the condenser C2 is to control

the oscillation in the circuit by restricting
the feed from the anode back to the grid

and, by setting this at a suitable value,
the circuit can be maintained under control. High tension is supplied through the
high -frequency choke coil L4.

The amplified currents in ,the anode
circuit arc handed on to the detector stage
through the coupling between L5 and L6
while a capacity -controlled reaction is
applied from the anode of the rectifier. The
choke coil L8 is inserted to k6ep the H.F.
out of the L.F. stages, if any, and to give
smooth reaction. It can be omitted if the
impedance of the telephones or transformer
used is sufficiently high. The coil L3 is a
high -frequency choke coil intended to bias
the grid of the first valve and to prevent it
from acquiring a large negative potential
which it would do if it were left free.
The values of the circuit are more or less
straightforward. L2 and L6 are 6o or 75
coils, Li and L5, 30, and L7 5o coils. L3,
L4 and L8 are H.F. chokes. CI and C3 are,
.0005; C2, .0001; C4, .0003, with the usual
2-megohm leak and C5 is again .000i to
.0003. The high-tension on the H.F. valve
should be adjusted so that in conjunction
with the condenser C2, suitable control is
obtained over the oscillation. H.T. 2 may
be 60 or 7o volts in order to obtain smooth
reaction. As before one or two L.F. stages
may be added to the circuit if desired.

'BREAK STEP
-else the in-itige might be utrecitaci
TT JUST shows you how serious vibration
-I- can be. Soldiers marching across a

,?

Thes five lectures pre

exc'usive to BENJAMIN Valve Holder ,
I Value sockets and

springs are made in

onePiece with noir) nts
or rivets to work loose

and cause faulty con-

4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Chequss

should be made ,payable to "Bernard Janes
Publications, Ltd.'

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and

the conditions printed at the head of "Our
information Bureau

should be closely observed.

Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

or inefficiently sprung valve -holders, so that the
rhythmical street vibration reaches the delicate
filaments. And the they wonder that their
valves have short lives!

nect ons.
2 Valves are free to float
in every direction.
3 Valves can he inserted
and temcvedeasilyand

Only BENJAMIN anti.rnicrophonic Valve -holders will
effectively prevent every quiver of vibration, every shock

4 Valve legs cannot P -s-

every stage.

safely.

sibly foul the baseboard.

soldering tags are
provided.

BENJAMIN
BATTERY SWITCH
For sheer

simplici,y,

uselu ne-s a

cl

relia-

bility the BENJAMIN
Battery Switch has not

yet been equalled.

Nothing to get out of

order. Nothing to
break.

Meastfr a only

le top to bottom. Toe
metal rarts a e
p ated, of course, and
soldering tags are built
in.

from reaching the vital filament. Bring your set up-to-date,
make your reception purer and treble the life of your valve;
by fitting" BENJAMIN anti-microPhonic Valve -holders in

terminals and

5 Both

"Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,

bridge are given the order to break step.
If they kept in step their marching would
create a regular vibration that might
wreck the bridge!
Yet there are still thousands of radio men
who mount their valves in old-fashioned

It's off when it's in.

Price 11 -

Ber-227A_mit4
Anti-Microphonic

VALVE HOLDERS

2/each
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
Brantwood Works, Tariff goad, Tottenham, N.17.

tir.
=lair vytreep
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A carillon of carols will be heard on December 17. Lieut-Col. F. N. Westbury,
December 22 front 2L0.
Postmaster -Surveyor of the city, is to
deliver
a talk about the Christmas mail
St. John Ervine's play The Ship, gill

service, with hints to the public as to
be broadcast from 2L0, on December
posting, etc.
Cardiff begins the Christmas fun on
On Christmas Eve, you are cordially
December 20, with the Super Six, in
I UMPERDINCK'S opera Hansel and Christmas
invited
to a party, over which Mrs. BaF.gns
Crackers.
1 1 Gretel has found favour with listeners
(clias Mabel Constanduros) will preside,
Glasgow, in an extravagant "Trip and on that evening carols again will be
and a repeat performance is promised for
December 23. May Blvth, Doris Lemon, Abroad," on December 22, wi11 present the relayed to 2L0, from Whitechapel. On
Elsie Suddaby, Constance Willis, Mavis Radio -optimists Concert Party in Hawaii Christmas Day (Sunday), Stanford RobinBennett and Herbert Simmonds are in the in the Home, Persia in Pollokshields, son will -conduct the broadcast of an oratorio
Montmartre in the Maisonette,. and other in the afternoon, and an augmented
cast.
5GB will relay a carol concert by the humorous glimpses of the big world. On military band will provide the evening
Gloucester Cathedral Singers, conducted by the same evening. Aberdeen will revel entertainment. B'axing Day brings us
Sir Herbert Brewer, from the Chapter in a ghost programme, to be followed by a dance music from 3.45 to 5.15 p.m. and a
House, Gloucester Cathedral, on Dec. 21. creepy play, bearing the title, Out of the seriesof entertainments of alight character.
Pinipus and Casca, a play to be broadcast

Shadows.

They will include star variety, a "sheer

A new experiment in radio drama will nernsensee" feature and a pantomime boaston December 22, should be interesting.
Max Mohr, the well-known German be carried out in the broadcasting of ing of six plots, entitled Pa ltomiinicry.
Shadows, a one -act play, on December 15.
dramatist, is the author.
For Saturday, New Year's Eve, the
For a Punch and Judy entertainment, to It consists of three characters-a newsboy, London studio has prepared a review of
some of the best item-, of the year, as broadbe broadcast from the London studio on a man and a woman.
Dundee district listeners are complain- . cast on previous occasions; it is entitled
December 16, the oldest showman alive,
W. H. Kesson, will appear before the micro- ing about B.B.C. cockney pronunciation "Jteminis:ences of 1927." The programme
phone. The true history of Mr. Punch and -from London and elsewhere. Reception will conclude with Clapham and Dwyer's
his, family has been rewritten by W. S. is imperfect because of the rapidity of the concert party.
Meadmore and L. de G. Sieveking. The speech, and also on account of the "r's "
Another radio phantasy by John 0 eerton,
cast will include Mabel Constandurcs and " h's," while it is felt to be degrading is the main feature of the Birm:ngham
as Judy and Mr. Sieveking as Puccio to Scottish songs to have them sung by programme on Christmas Eve and .4 Legend
people who put English words. in place of of Vandale, a comediotte, will be a seasond'Ariello, the original Punch.
the Scottish ones !
able feature for Boxing Day as the action
iv The Christmas broadcast festivities open
An example of co-operation between the takes place at so o'clock on the night of
this year on December 20 with a Nativity
play to be relayed to London and Daventry B.B.C. and other public departments is December 26 in an old baronial hall.
from St. Hilary's Church, Marazion.

being given at the Glasgow station on

\

Prize

(Continued on page 956)

li

NI

\ Winning

4 01 1%.

LOW LOSS
FORMER

ihr,

,....

s1

4

10,

-

rii ,p,fe

Pc cure to specify &col orie;nal Low

'o

Less Former used in sets that have taken

1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th prizes and gold

.

medal. Parked in carton 3", 4', 6"
lengths up to 36" lengths.

THE LATEST

i

Apply for particulars of 4 and
6 new design contact formers

i

with bases.

New Standard si:es
in 3 finishes, guaranteed panels made
by the Ebonite
Experts.
Registered Trade Mark.

V

EDISON BE LL LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT
AND GRAMOPHONE ATTACHMENT
:

Cat. No. R 37o.

This unit is designed to fit the tone arm of an
ordinary gramophone, thus using the horn of the
machine as a Joud-speaker. It can also be fitted with
any type of horn and a rubber connection is supplied.
It is wound to a high resistance, 3,000 ohms, and a
substantial permanent magnet is incorporated, which
is not easily saturated.
Clear reproduction is obtainable over the whole musical scale and the volume and clarity is exceptional. Adjust-

ment is made by turning the knob at the back of unit.
Price 12/6 each.
.

Ask, your dealer for Illustrated List, or write errett :

THE BRITISH EBONITE COMPANY, LTD.
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.

EDISON BELL LTD., 169 Regent St., London, W.1
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MAKE YOUR OWN

°oak

CONE SPEAKER
TWO WONDERFUL

UNITS

15/

AT ONLY

GRAMOPHONE

"Nightingale"

CONE UNIT

ATTACHMENT
With
4

inch

phrattn.

AS

FITTED
TO

AS

FITTED
TO OUR CABINET CONE

OUR

£6 POST
HORN.

......

; From a 3 ply hoard,

t.

square cut out a 12i " circle then cut a strip of wood

Reduced from 32/6 to

PAPER
C

net guaranteed for all time.

NE
Postage

Id. extraI
1aa

and make a hole

dia, in centre. this

.....

it ill cony the unit. Fla
strlp to board as shown.

f

15/ -

solely as an advertisement for
the famous Bullphone Nightingale Speakers. Cobalt mag-

BULLPHONE
DOUBLE

Exactly as fitted. to

ASTONISHING

ELECTRICAL

RE -

seeen-gzia
S
625
The Most remarkable
Valve Development of
the year.

most expensive Loud

The wonderful amplifying properties of the
new Screen -Grid Valve-the OSRAM S625

either of these Units.

-bring in the distant stations with perfect
quality on the simplest of sets.

SULTS, equal to the

Speakers yet made,
are guaranteed with

cur Even Speakers,

521..

Valves

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED !

The Ncw Wonder

gke

EVERYTHING

BUY ON

ANODE
frbrIden by Screen)

CONTROL,
ORID PIN

SCREEN
-0

DEPOSIT
17

DEPOSIT
21 'ins. 11;0

SCREE N

GRID

GRID PIN

CONTROL
GRID.

FILAMENT

with 14 -inch
Bell Mahogany finished,
Kith plated

ANODE

PIN

PIN

ANODE

arm and

iNoic.,TING FLANGE

eared,

VMAME-IT

YOU CAN NOW C11005E

YOUR PRO6RAMME WITH
CERTAINTY OF RESULTS.

ks-F/LAMENT PIN

READ THESE POINTS
The possible amplification is enormous-limited
only by the efficiency of the tuning coils used.
2. The Screen -grid cnables this amplification to be
obtained with perfect stability.
Quality of rFproduction is improved owing to the
1.

CABINET CONE
Size 17 ins. high by 15 ins. in Mahog-

any, Walnut, or Rosewood finish.

77/6 CASH10O!d'eposit.TERMS.
end 12 monthly payments of 6/..

DE LUXE

57/6
of 5/,

CASH, OR 5/- DEPOSIT
and

12

monthly payments

absence of necessity for reaction.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL

SEND DEPOSIT NOW-NO REFERENCES-SPEAKER BY RETURN

EASY TO OPERATE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

FAR REACHING RESULTS

OR MONEY REFUNDED
Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from

38 HOLYWELL NINE

LONDON. E C. 2

71)ritefiruill

PRICE

2 2 176

Particulars and
ypicirti Circuit

MADE IN ENGLAND
Advt. of The General Electric Co.,_ Ltd., Magnet House,

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

Loudon, 11".C..z
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RADIOGRAMS (Continued)
LISTENERS to 5GB will be specially
catered for on December 23, when a
Dream by Stanley West will be relayed
from the Birmingham studio. In the dream
many of Dickens' characters will come to

THE FAMOUS

DIX - ONEMETER

life to attend a presentiday party given
by Mr. Pickwick.

DO YOU KNOW ?

HOW CAN YOU

Meter. These dead -beat, unconditionally

" DX " titian and gives the call, " Alio
Rabat " ?

Puzzle your friends with these queries : the answers
will be given in next week's issue of "A.W."

distortion, locate faults,

ment Co., Ltd., Dept. A.,

10a, Page Street. Westminster, London, S:W.1

I

POCKET VOLT METER

I

Answers to Last Week's Queries : (t) .Huizen,

Holland,
11

leenH2eratnr,itte3. 1),(1)
144)0PaCnd
1L:9111ILan:cres.

on most week -days.

Illta tested. High Resistance, 4,C(O. hies

Manchester to.its listeners on December 24.

Reorganisation of wireless in France is
very gradually taking shape and it has just
been announced that a new tax of so frs.

;t

......
.

RADIO

Pand

S

it won't let you down to-mOrrow.1
m.n. ,i.

DYNAMO. BARGAINS
CHARGING DYNAMOS.

L.

& R. new 6- to

12 -volt, 8 amps, shunt ball bearings, enclosed with

New Vaux, 22 volts, 12 amps., £5 10s.

New enclosed type D.C. Dynamos, Crompton

hall -bearing, shunt 30 volts, 15 amps., with pulley,
£6. Slate panel for same, fitted 4 -in. dial ammeter
and voltmeter, £2.

50/75 volt 25 amp., L. & W. shunt dynamo. ball
bearings, as new, 88. 100 volt, 10 amp., Crompton,
as above, ST 10$. Ditto, 20 amp., £8.
MOTOR GENERATORS.

D.C. to D.C. 220 volts

to 8 volts, 1 amp., £3 10s. 240 volts to 23 volts
6 amps., ST 103, 30 volts to 400 volts, 100 .
amps., 24 10s. 240 volts to 23 volts, 6 amps.,
£7 10s. Anode Converters, all sizes.
A.C. to D.C. 240 volts to 50 volts, 4 amps.,

statistics available of the number of listeners in France, but it is estimated that
there are 600,000. The P.T:T. should

HIGH

(is. 8d.)

will be levied on all private

-,--=

METER .7---_,_

20/-.
We are selling off receivers 1 to 6 -valve, at ridiculously low prices. Call and see us.

owners of receiving sets. The proposal

k TEST YOUR SET TONIGHT A
new studio in the Rue Francois will be
L'a WITH A
GUARANTEED 4:7
opened. It is an exceptionally large
..^5
aZ

A.C.
£5.

WONDER RECEIVER BARGAIN, 12/6 royalty paid, Mar-

coni 1 -valve amplifier and crystal detector,
10 broadcast receiver ready for use, cost £5. Sale,

£5 10$.

Christmas, Eve at -Brown's is the title
of the entertainment to be given by

thus have an annual income of- f.;48,000 a handsome new year's gift.
Radio -Paris, the long -wave station so
well-known in England, will take on a new
lease of life in a few days' time when the

vi.

with full wave rect. valves,

pulley, 50/, New Mack, 6 to 12 volts, 40 amps,

has yet to be adopted. There are no

NEW MODEL

model with meter, 40/-.
I

4. Which station, with the same wavelength as EAJI, is a good test for the

Sifam Meters trace

Sifam Electrical Instru-

25/-. 16 lamp Electric Decorated
festoons for 220 v. with flex and
plug, 25/-. Dix ILT. Eliminatois,
3 -tap with filter, 30/-. Suter

friends for a small fee.?

guaranteed meters give accurate readings
of H.T. and L.T. and ensure exact control
essential to obtain " perfectly balanced "
reception.

the contfilete range. Saves
Pounds in battery repairs
and brings a new flensure
to tuning.

and 120 v. in case, 40/-. Micro
ammeters read 1 m.m.a. to 500,
£3. Electric lantern projectors,

3. Which station, to raise funds for its
broadcast service, recently allowed
visitors to " broadcast " t their

Battery maker and use a Sifam Radio

Ask your dealer to show you

to 2,000 v., 1321 testers for A.C.
4 -range 200 MA.. 4 amps., 6 v.

may sometimes be heard
2. In connection with what component
is the term reluctance used ?

STOP risking damage to batteries and
valves ! Take the advice of your

annoyance of sudden breakdowns.

'Multipliers for all ranges, micro amps to 20 amps., 6/6 ca., m.v.,

1. In what part of the country police station experimental transmissions

KNOW \

and banish t h e

A

still leads the way
£10 Tester for 55/ -

studio and will accommodate an orchestra
of too musicians comfortably. The broadcasts will still be relayed by land line to the
transmitter at Clichv, in the suburbs.

240 volts to 18 volts, 8 amps., £8 103.
200 volts to 20 volts, 15 amps., £10.
ALTERNATORS. High frequency, Watford, 1 kw.
500 cycles, £3 103. 2 kw., 500 cycles, £12 103
£12 105.

MACHINES AND

MOTOR

12 volts to 600 volts, 100 milliamps.,

£7 10s.

TENSION

GENERATORS.

12 volts to 1,200 volts, 80 milllansps.,
24 volts to 1,500 volts, 50 milliamps.,

£14
£14
1117 10:.
£30
£10
£52

1,500 volts, 120 milliamps.
2,000 volts, 400 milliamps.
2,000 volts, 500 milliamps.
2,000 volts, 1,000 milliamps.
Bargain Sale now on, Send 4d, for our new
72 -page illustrated catalogue, It will save £4.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4

WIRELESS
'MAGAZINE
1/
THE BEST BRITISH WIRELESS MONTHLY
WIRELESS CABINETS for XMAS
Delivery guaranteed if ordered NOW
Apply for Illustrated Price List to-

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO.

-

MARKET HARBOROUGH

Yau will Help _Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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trical Co., of Stanley Chambers, Runcorn.
WORTH WRITING FOR
A very attractive folder, well illustrated
FROM A. H. Hunt Ltd., of H.A.H. in colours which has been received from the
Works, TunstaIl Road Croydon we General Electric Co., Ltd., of Magnet

Onuatur
ST. DUNSTAN'S

Winks)

WE have just received the twelfth
annual report of St. Dunstan's, the

have received some leaflets concerning their House, Kingsway, W.C.2, gives particulars institute for war -blinded men..
The main pages, under the heading of
electrical measuring instruments and of Gecophone loud -speakers.
"Mastets of Their Fate," give striking and
Hellesen dry batteries:
A booklet issued by Philips Lamps Ltd., deeply interesting proof of the work done.
A folder from the Benjamin Electric Ltd., of Philips House, 145 Charing Cross Road,
Anyone having before them the wonder-

of Brantwood Works, Tottenham, N.I7, W.C.2, tells the story of "Mr. Milliamp ful record of the work accomplished by
gives details of their improved earthing and conveys some information re the St. Dunstan's in the past twelve years
device, anti-microphonic valve -holder, H.T. Philips H.T. unit.
cannot fail to realise how deserving -of
battery eliminator, together with other units.
EverReady flash -lamps are recommended support is this institution.
The report is most effectively illustrated
Particulars of Camden fixed 'condensers as gifts in a booklet from the Portable
for transmitting and receiving sets are.con- Electric Light Co., Ltd., of 120 Shaftesbury by photographs of the men under trainin.
at work, and at play.
tained in a leaflet from the Cainden Elec- Avenue, W.'

0h

ANNOUNCEMENT

ton

1,4
LOEWE High Vacuum Resistances

i tE

and

N ew PROCESS

LOEWE High Vacuum Block Condensers
are now available In Great Britain. They have been a fuRsuccess onthe
Continent and will, no doubt, be equally favoured by the British Public.
Please mail the Coupon below for free literature.

ANODE RESISTANCES
ARE
BETTER
THAN
WIRE
WOUND

-

Post this Coupon today:

COMPANY, LTD.

4, Fountayne Road,
Tottenham,

LONDON - N.15

17 Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent.

22 GRICKLEWOOD LANE,ILW 2

4, Realm Read, Tattsnhasi. [Wm Nil
Please send me year literature concerning

LOEWE High Vacuum Resistances and
LOEWE high vacuum Mock Condensers.
NAME._
AD15RESS

Telephone : Tottenham 2976

FORMO-DENSER

5 Capacity ranges, and each in
Baseboard and Panel models,

- ...........

To ME LOEWE RADIO COMPANY, LW,

Announcement by The GRAB. AN-FARISI1

Price from 2'6

!DKC>JADlo4

The Famous

PERFECTLY TRUE !

A sound variable condenser
which fills a long -felt want.

Specially designed to take the
place of the hithertogenerally
used Fixed Condenser. Fe r
use as:
Neutralising Condenser
Aerial Condenser
Grid Condenser
Reaction Condenser
Phasing Condenser
Tone Control Condenser
BUY FORMO HANDB 00 K, Practical
Circuits Blueprints of two Sets etc. xi-

'1.1013 .11anurfaal 1737

-to instrument and voice. This is because the " W.B." Cone Reproducing
Unit is designed on a new principle
which eliminates old faults.
Obtainable from all high-class dealers

CENTROID SCREEN BOXES

or direct_from the ManufacturersWHITELEY, BONEHAM & C°

I

Complete with
id and bate

ALUMINIUM

61" x 61," a 6"
Sf - each.
11" a 6" a

NOTTINGHAM ROAD, MANSFIELD, Notts.
BOXES
MADE

FOR ANY

COPPER

CI RCWT

10/6 each.

P.

SCREEN

9/6 each,
Cl," a 61," a 6

r

OR

PURPOSE

Fcstage 6d.
extra.

Camden Engineering Co. Ltd., Bayham Place, Camden Town, N.W.

Oak or Mahogany Cabinet Models
A perfect loud speaker in a perfect cabinet at a popular
price, £3 : 0 :0
"Junior "
Bakelite Cabinet Model
A very pleasing design em-

bodying the "W.B." principle.
Cabinet made entirely of
Bakelite beautifully finished,

£4 :4 : 0

Model

Size to in. x to in. x 4 in.
Suitable for portable selfcontained sets,
£2 :10 ; 0

rnateur Wirete,.!,
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Polakinsiwonents
are guerateect
The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

Capacity Coupling Unit for quality of

R.C. Coupling

SIR,-In a recent issue

This is the Battery for You
It costs a little more-

But n as a lot longer.

It is much, much cheaner
in the end. Remember its name-

of AMATEUR

WIRELESS Mr. Paul D. Tyers gave a

Columbia

lings. I agree that for quality the circuit is
excellent, except for one important point.
He showed an H.T. battery of r6o volts and

Columbias are high capacity
batteries of exceptional efficiency.
mand for something better. They
will give you longer service; they
will positively save you money.

SIR,-Just a word of appreciation for

They are built to meet the de-

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEMDROP US A CARD FOR LITERATURE

J. R. MORRIS

Londor, W.C.2

Scotland t J. T. CARTWRIGHT,

3 Cadogan Street, GLASGOW

The " Tetrode Three "

PRICES
Yellow Seal for
High Imped-

ance Valves,
12/6

that very fine receiver, the " Tetrode
recent issue of your paper.
Presently I hope to have an opportunity

of giving an extended trial to the set and
learning its full capabilities, but a preliminary run round the dials one evening
gave me sixteen stations at or above good

of the screened H.F. valve in order to
COMPONENTS ARE NOT SWORN AT

BY THEIR USERS. BUT THEY ARE
SWORN BY AS BEING THE BEST

VALUE FOR MONEY COMPONENTS
WELL KNOWN SET
OBTAINABLE.

MANUFACTURERS ARE USING
THEIR

PRODUCTS WITH COMPLETE
SATISFACTION YOU SHOULD ALSO
INCORPORATE C.D.M. FIXED

FIXED CONDENSERS
AND GRID LEAK COMBINED, ALSO
CONDENSERS,

C.D.M. H.F. CHOKES IN ALL YOUR SETS

BY TEST - THE BE ST !

For General Purposes :
'

Three," described by Mr. Reyner in a

loud -speaker strength, some of them needing reduction of the filament temperature

IN

absolute reliability.

gives only 120 volts to an LS5 valve.

far too low. An infinitely better arrangement would be to use a DE5A with the
whole 16o volts and about zo to 25 volts
grid bias.-F. G. S. (Birmingham).

COMPONENTS

METHOD of
CONSTRUCTION ensures

circuit employing resistance -capacity coup-

impedance is too high and the voltage given

High Capacity Radio Batteries

THESE

reproduction, compactness, low cost and
economy of H.T. An ENTIRELY NEW
AIR - TIGHT

Both from the point of view of efficiency
and economy of filament current, an LS5
with 1 20 volts is altogether wrong. The

No. 4780, 6o volts type . 22'6

15, Kingsway,

The New R.C.C. Unit

The NEW "POLAR" Resistance

permit of conversation in the same room.
The tone is good, and the whole affair is a
very interesting proposition.
-J. W. S. (Hitchin).

H.F. versus L.F. Amplification
CIR,-Some time ago it was stated in
kJ the " Information Bureau " page that

Red Seal (1st stage) 7/6
Green Seal (2nd stage) 6/6

The Coil Unit
Twelve coils of uniform size available
Wavelengths 170 to 4,720 metres. Fits
valve socket. The smallest and most

efficient COIL

UNITon the

market.

PRICES
Carrier and
Coils

. .

2

9/ -

Coils .. 3/- each
Carriers 3/- each

Full wavelength
table of all British

and over 70

Foreign stations on
application.

signals

New Type Cam Vernier
Condenser

from stations at present received will be
considerably strengthened, but it is not

brass cam

probable that any other station will be brought
ze,ithin range of your reception."

with brass

" the addition of an H.F. stage will increase

the range of your set

.

.

.

if you add a

stage of L.F. amplification

.

.

.

A

Conddnser

end plates.
Cam -reduction

The question of H.F. versus L.F. amplification is an old one, and I question if even

Patent No. 275800
Fixed Condensers .00005 to .002
2/- each.
.0025 to .006 .. 2/6
Combined Condenser and Grid Leak 2,'6

H.F. Chokes, 4/6 and 5/6. The 4/6 type is

clip -in pattern.
Send for Catalogue of our guaranteed products

If your dealer does not stock, write direct to the sole
manufacturer I

C. D. MELHUISH
(Late Director and Works Manager, Watmel
Wireless Co., Ltd.)

8 GT. SUTTON STREET, GOSWELL ROAD
E. C.1

'Phone : Clerkmwell 7494

gear protected
from external
damage.

now we have reached the final solution.
Nearly four years ago, I built a crystal
receiver, but as the nearest broadcasting
station was then nearly 400 miles away,

I received nothing but morse from the
Australian commercial land stations. I
then added two stages of transformer coupled L.F., using dull -emitter valves,
and immediately tuned in ,3AR and 3L0

Melbourne (40o miles), z FC and zBL
Sydney (80o miles), and 5AD Adelaide
(roo miles). I received all these stations up
to 800 miles clearly and regularly at good
phone strength. On adding a third L.F.
stage, I tuned in 6WF Perth (1,600 miles)
'Continued on page 96o)

low -loss

PRICE
0005
0003

..
..

4516
15/ -

Your dealer will s'tow you these
POLAR Guaranteed Components

Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd
Proprietors of the Broadcasting Business of

RADIO COMMUNICATION Co., Ltd.
Arundel Chambers,

188/189, Strand, London,
W.C.2.

Manchester -Liverpool-GlasgowCardiff-Newcastle.
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(Lakin. Wiretesi
The Government of Sweden has introduced a Bill which will give all authors of
poems, short stories, etc., a royalty whenever their material is used either for broadcasting or public recital. The Bill was suggested by Ernst Didring, chairman of the
Swedish Authors' Society, who stated there

was more money in reciting poems or

stories than there was in writing them.
The Broadcasting Association of Uruguay, composed of a number of importers
and dealers in radio equipment, has been
organised to finance, prepare, and broadcast a daily programme. concerts and other
numbers will be broadcast through station
CWOS, operating on a 383 -metre -wave,

length. The service is expected to start
this month.

REAL
Condenser

VALUE

and got them all on the speaker, as well
as all coastal morse stations as far as VID
Darwin (over 2,000 miles). This, sir, on
a bare crystal with three stages L.F.
On adding an H.F. stage, the only result
was that 6WF Perth came in louder, and
the rest were easier to tune in. I might
say the H.F. stage consisted of an aperiodic
H.F. transformer.
There was no question of re -radiation at
that time, as mine was the only receiver
for a radius of at least fifty miles.
--J. P. (Baurmera, South Australia).

The " Ether Searcher Three "
SIR,-I have made up this set in accordance with the instructions contained in
a recent issue Of AMATEUR WIRELESS,
and find it excellent in every way. The
resistances recommended-viz., .25 and
3 megohms-were used, after trying other

the "E.S.T." even when compared with
a set containing two really good transformers.
I congratulate you on under -stating

rather than exaggerating the " getting "

7/

Log Con-

denser and it

qualities of the set, and I do not hesitate in

LTD.,
3014/5.

LORIOSTAT

5, 2, 3, 9. 5 or 8 valves perfectir
End independently controded by
tide unit.

5 wit] 4-

4 way 7'1

2

PI8

5

9 -

e

1Ci9

A. W. STAPLETON,

A multiple unit superseding the
bred Resistor can be used is
en, circuit to control any lumber
of valves. roe dowmi Al efficiency
use a LORIOSTAT is your set.

7 x 6, 1/3
b x 6, 1/4
b. 2/1
O x
0 X 9. 2/4
2 x 10. 3/4 x 12, 4/-

4x

7,

2/7

6 x 8, 3/2

GREATER EFFICIENCY
& GREATER ECONOMY.

6 x 6, 1/8 X 5, 1/2
x 6, 1/7

I I9 x 8, 2/3

12x8,

2/6

12x 9,2/10

CROXSONIA
PANELS

tees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee malt be remitted by

Postal

Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
" AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/6r, Fri -rut LANE, LONDON, E.C.4
PATENTS.-Trade Marks, Advice gandbook free-B. T. King,

Regd, Patent Agent, 146, Queen Victoria Street. London,
ACCUMULATORS.-British Manufactured, Celluloid Containers
Ebonite Separators. So 2 volt units. 20 amp. 6/-, 40 amp. TB
60 amp. 9/., 80 amp. 10/8. 100 amp. 12/4, 133 amp .I4/-, all post free
loelnyAtrteoci;cdptohr,..i. Lriacilt shmIasnlceL-.Terhe Asgood Accumulator C o.,

EASY
PAYMENTS
We supply for 10% down (balance In 10 monthly permute),
apparatus of the following brands :BRANDER
LIBBER
OLDHAM MIDDLIER
McMICHAILL

EVEAREADY BENJAMIN LOTUS
HART
B. O. BROWN FORMO
[VALVES
EUREKA
BELLING -LEE BITRNDEPT SILVERTOWN ALL BRITISH

AND NUMEROUS LITRES mAKhS.

Send list of requirement, to-

that Spain has Greenwich time.
-F. G. S. (Birmingham).

Radio Vitus, the small broadcasting sta-

tion erected at Montmartre, Paris, by a
French manufacturer of wireless components, has added a short-wave trans-

Agents-John Henry Smith. 13o Anlaby Ad., Huh.
L. H. Helot., Bs Chamberlin Rd.. Norwich.
A. Stredwick 65. Co., 27 The Market. Chatham.

Made of the Bent Materials obtainable,
Full Lists ensurhsg Flat Claes Results-don't buy
Ed.
Dud Coils.

London, 14.6

ished.

0

Sent on Approval Direct
from Factory.

No need to rebuild Will take
every Set and luavie.t batteries.
I

Fall Lists FREE

PICKETT'S CABINET

WORKS, B.: 7 L .Y
HEATH.

(A.M.)

The " MIONOTUNE 3"
is tin master stroks of that genius in

rccsiver design, C. P. Allinson, A.M.I.R.E.
and 'has received over forty stations on the loud - speaker,
The Set for the Vast Majority.
Dtscribtive Circular Free. Our jua catalogue, with Par.
ticaiars of various star sets and combonents for them, 2d.
The "Monotone" Envelope with the fullest and most lucid.
description, illustrations, diagrams, template, etc., 241,

It has but one tuning dw'. great -electivity an 1 volume,

including our Catalogue post free.

RADIAX, Ltd., Palmer

Holloway, London, N.7

PL -ca,

D-XELLENT !

DX COILS
From 1 /- D X COILS, LTD., London, E.8

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY

(Herault).

Eton Primary H.T. Battery. PI Porous Pot Cells,
Si and S2 Sac Cells. All complete for assembly

MONTHS' GUARANTEE
REPAIRS -THREE
accompanies all our repairs. Any make

of L.F. Transformer, Headphone, or Loud -speaker, Repaired
to maximum efficiency-. 41- Post Free, Terms to Trade.

SERVICE 11:,;(41,
Sara

1/2, Pines 11d. Sample doz.

Sample unit Ed. 16 page booklet free. Bargain list; ree.
AMPLIFIERS: 1 VALVE 191-. 2 VALVE 30/-. 2 VALVE
ALL -STATION SET 84.
A. TAYLO R. 57 Studley Road. Stretwell, LONDON

ff-

30..ce11

.

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY Co. =!--

(IITeRwlArdTs?;

(18 volts: complete with bands and electro'yte 413., post Pd.

Meal.

1celL
6td.

3/3 ... 5/9 ... 14/.
I
44d.
2/6
-.,..-.
S2
3/10
9/6
P.: send lid. stamp for booklet giving fall particulars to- L--=

PI

-..--'f.

New Prices: Jam 1/3,

In many sizee.

From £5 5

casting stations are to be erected by the
end of 1928. Work has already begun on
a high -power transmitter at Montpellier

TAYLEX WET H.T.. BATTERIES-

MELODY MAKER 7/6, post ed.

Mahogany, beautifully fin-

mitter to its studio, and experiments almost
nightly on 37 metres.

According to the French PTT pro-

Post free to Trade.
CROXSONIA CO., 11 South St., Moorgate, E.C.I.

As Reccmmended. by the Radio Press.
3 ft. high, Solid Oak or

fore I assume that Thermion heard
Copenhagen. It was not, I think, Madrid,
for I believe I am correct in saying

gramme, a total of eighteen regional broad-

Clerkenwell 7853, for quotations. SamPles and prices

1 1, OAT LANE LONDON. E,C.2

think I am correct saying that it came
from Kalundberg in Denmark and there-

insthick.
Post Free

16 x 9, 3/6

"Ills not affected by heat or damp. Its electrical pro3ntidi
[Mooed. The surface leakage and the insulatioaresistamos
were both ffiond to be infinite ant the material, therefor].
iran be used without hesitation as an implanter Panel."
Panels cut to any size. Call, write, or '6hons

Holloway Road,

teen returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of 61
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, doubt)

Sunday. I, too, heard this clock, but I

14 X 10, 3/5

have a higher electrical resistance than
ebonite. Compare these prices I why pay
more for a lees efficient article ?
"AMATEUR WIRELESS" says:

Insist on COILS
made by:
RADIAX Ltd., Palmer Place,

charged
charge

the completion of the purchase, or of the article having

-W. R. (Harrogate).
Another Big Ben
SIR,-" Thermion " refers to a clock
striking at I 1 o'clock on -a- recent

its. Lorrimore Buildings,

Lorrimoro St., Walworth, S.E.17.

7x 5,1/-

are

The "RADIOLA BUREAU"

33 Clerkenwell Green

1-15 or 30 ohms

head

at least the same number of stations as any
transformer -coupled three -valve L.F. set,
but with greater purity.

condenser. (10) Low price.

The

this

THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYS7EM.
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for 'ha
tcna fides of advertisers in this rublication, they hays
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquaintea. It is sere explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
tae amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily bs
given. The Deposit is retained until advice is received of

each declaring that -the "E.S.T." will bring in

Laboratories and by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., with every

'Phone Clerkenwell

under

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum

LONDON RADIO SUPPLYCO:,

' 0005 mid.
is ten points of perfection
(I) True logarithmic design of vanes. (2) Ball bearing.
(3) Leather friction control. (4) Braided copper pigtail.
(5) Minimum ebonite insulation. (6) Low minimum capacity. (7) Terminals and tags. (8) One or two -hole fixing.
(9) Copies of reports and curves by Faraday House Testing

ERIC J. LEVER

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements

(Continued from page 958)

values, and were found to be the best combination. Purity of reception is most
marked, and there is no lack of volume in

Here is the
tested TRIX

DECEMBER 17, 1927

960
CORRESPONDENCE

46 ST. MARY'S ROAD

..

LEYTON - FAO

" MELODY MAKER " COILS.
New Improved Model, complete with Stand and fixing

screws, guaranteed wound to Messrs. Cossor's specification.

Post 716 free.

London, EC.?.

rnateur Wirelc,s5

KNIGHT & Co., Ii Chapel Street,
'Phone Clerkentoell 4715.

coupon
Available until Saturday,

Dee. 24th, 1927

©
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a

N

ra

WHY

N

N

IS THE " PERTRIX PATENT
LONG

LIFE BATTERY "

FAR

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS?

N

IN THE FIRST PLACE IT IS CONSTRUCTED
PATENTED PRIN.
ON A NEW AND
NO SAL -AM CIPLE. THERE
IS
MONIAC

63

ULTIMATELY

ATTACK AND

THE ZINC

DESTROY

THUS LONG

CYLINDERS,
LIFE

IS

AND
SURED,
SULTS OBTAIN-

AS -

BETTER RE-

TRIX PATENT

ED.M THE "PER -

BATTERY" IS

LONGLIFE DRY

E!

NOTED, PLIO,

ITS

FOR

EX -

K EEPI NG

CEPTIONAL

161

N

NO ACID TO

AND

PROPERTIES.
FULL PARTICULARS FROM
Al'. A. ACCU-

N
N

N

MULATORS.
LTD., 12) TOT-

TENHAM
COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.I.

Es

WRITE FOR

N

THEM. "BE
SURE

N

Be sure to see

this mark on
all COLOURED
CONNECTING
WIRE

IT'S

a

PERTRIX"

rI

niateur wire..LVSC

111

la

II

N

a

N

N

f-

N

1111101110

II

IS

This LEW trade mark on the label

ov

Ottatit

VALVE

01111NORLD

that it is the original
GLAZITE Coloured Connecting Wire.
Since its introduction hundreds of thousands of home constructors have proved
the advantages of GLAZITE. It makes
wiring simpler, quicker, more efficient,
and cheaper. Always wire your sets
with GLAZITE Coloured Connecting
guarantees

Wire.

But be sure it is genuine-

insist on the LEW trade mark.

rent used-longer and more satis-

Made in Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, Black
and White.
Price rod. per to -ft. coil ; 9d. per packet

reproduction.

of four z -ft. lengths (assorted colours).

Better results-lower filament cur-

factory service-Non-microphonic-all-British-greater clarity and better

3 DAYS'. FREE TRIAL
Money refunded in full if valves purchased
are returned to us within 3 days.

& SMITHS LTD.

TYPE H.F. LS. and R.C.
2-, 4- and 6 -volt. All 01
amps.

The

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO.
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, E.0 4

Post Free

TYPE POWER, 2-, 4- and

C -volt, 0'25, 0'15 and 0.1 al.
respectively.

Post free s'.1

Briton
Fill in the name of the Con:briny on all Postal Orders and cross -84;o'

MERCHANTS MANUFACTURERS CO. LTD.
50 Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus, London, E,C.I.

MADE

THE ORIGINAL
COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
colierS served at 23 Bartlett's Buildings (Basement)

'Phone: City 14.9

Mention cf "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attea!;on

DECEMBER 17, 1927
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DUBILIER
DICTA
No. 4.
Truly we progress in cycles,
What must have been the first
wireless set to be used on active service had an aerial con-

sisting cf paraffin tin cans
ropped up on bottles.

The mighty spans of aerial

of ground
r nd supported on masts over
eight hundred feet high con-

cove ing acres

note the peak of the curve, and

we are already descending
again via the modern directional aerial of increasingly
diminutive proportions:

If this sort of thing sp eads to
receiver practice we may soon
expect to be building the
'Cohe rer five" or the "Maggie

Super eight,"

When the small a cumulator
was sold mostly for runni g

THE Dubilier fixed condenser

trembler coils on cars, perhaps

it was legitimate to rate It at

with its di -electric of best India
Ruby Mica, is hermetically

dcuble its actual capaci y.
Now, when we want Pan accun ulator for valve lighting, we

are careful to see that the
capacity is rated in terms of

sealed into its bakelite case to
render it absolutely immune from

continuous, not intermittent.
discharge.

-\AN\e-

the effects of damp or dust.
Before being sealed, however, the
condenser element is subjected to

exercise kspot of circumspection.

enormous pressure, immersed in
boiling wax, and kept so rigidly
clamped when assembled that the

It concerns the practice of

Finally the excellent bakelite moulding
acts as an extremely high resistance and
preVents losses through current " creeping" across between the terminals.

in working a

referring to Mansbridge Condensers in terms of tneir

"test" voila- es.

excluded air can never regain.entry.

Years of experience and specialised craft-

manship go to the making of this great
little condenser ; see t4at it figures prominently in every set you build.
All .Dub:lier,:oducts are fitly desc ibed in
the catalogUe shown here. -" In addition
therevis a lot of information which you may
'_find interesting. If your dealer has run out
of copies we will forward you one free,

DUBILIER
Advt.

.

There is another litt'e matter
in which it will pry you to

of The Dubilier Condenser Co.

(1925)

ou 117(V, be pereectly safe
Paper Con-

Dubilier Mica
Condensers.
Types 610 and

den-er at half its stated test
vol' age ; on the other hand you
may find that it deteriorates
rapidly at considerably. le2s
than this figure. It all depends
upon what is meant by the
test."

6-0 (vertical):
f.0)-03 to

word

0.001 to 0.006

But after

0.007 to 0.009
mfd., /6
0.01 mfd.,..4/-

is the maximum voltage at

04009 mfd.,2/6

'mfd. 3/-

0-013 mfd., 4/6

" test " voltages
are things that mainly concern
the manufacturer.
What ou rre interested in

which .your Mansbridge will
work in safety to i.self and to
your set or battery eliminator.
Turn to the Mansbridge Con-

denser section of our catalogue
(pp. 9 to 1--) and you will find

that for your cony, nienee all
condensers are referred to in

terms of their safe working
voltages.

Ltd., DuconT Works; North Acton. London, W.3.
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